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ABSTRi.CT

The power and influence of traditional leaders over their subjects

need to receive attention if they (the tradional leaders) are to assume

new leadership roles as agents of comn1unity health workers in rallying

general participation in community based programmes. The effectiveness

of traditional leaders in these roles would vary from community to

community. It would also depend to a large extent on how close or how

remote they are connected w.ith decision-making in the community and the

nature of community participation required. This is because the

amount of power leaders exercise over their followers can be measured

by their ability to make or influence decisions th~t affect the day-to-

day activities of the subjects. Also, if particiration of the general

community is the goal of a community based health programme, then, the

chiefs must be popular with more than half the population of the

community.

With regard to the power of the chiefs, one thing is important.

It is. this, new decision-making structures have been established in

the Aiyedade community. But as pcwer and influence have come to depend

on other variables, (education, wealth, occupation) and the chiefs

position is based on the traditional kinship relations, the power

and influence of the chief will depend on his possession of some

of these new variables. In the Aiyedade community, the chiefs

almost match other leaders on. e-o-oupati:Oual .and .socLaL .background
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but to the extent that he sometimes lacks the more modern forms of

power base such CE education and \"e::11th his traditional monopoly of leader-

ship is open to serious challenges.

In the final rlnalysis the degree of popularity a leader enjoys

is a function of individual qualities of the leader as opposed to his

position or status, qualities Buch as trustworthiness, service to

tho community and identification with the wishes and aspirations of

the people lead to an individual's popularity with community members.

But it is uno thing being identified with these qualities and another

thing being in a position to direct government resources to satisfy the

needs of the people. The latter is the function of the key decision-

makers in the community. In the Aiyedade community the traditional

leadership was nmt found to constitute the key decision - making body

representing the central government. It was also observed that even

though the traditional ruling elite was still popular, it had no monopoly

of this popularity in the community.

As the traditional leadership roles have been eroded by the

newly emerged leaders it is no longer appropriate to organize popular

following around the chiefs alone. Also as community based programmes

may need resources other than the resources of community members alone,

it is essential that persons controlling outside resources are
involved jointly and simuli;..::m.oo.usly~tb -othe~c.ommunity members.
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This study then shows that if general community participation

is the goal of the health educator in Aiyedade then the chief is

only one of the leaders around whom popular Loll owing could be

rallied.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Many governments and agencies providing services

in communities have come to see the logic of solving

social problems through the involvement of the client

population. It has also been perceived that national

development (socia19 economic and political) can be

achieved through citizen participation. The strategies9

methods and techniques of community organization or

community development offer a good opportunity of

involving citizens in the solution of social problems

of various kinds. Eut despite the spread of co~nunity

organization and community development ideas and the

resort to their use, little success has been made in meeting

the social needs in many of the non-industrialised countrieB

(Khinduka9 1969).

This fact of limited successes has aroused the interest

of many well meaning people and organizations.UNIV
ERSITY
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There is an on-going search for an explanation for this

and as Newell (1975) has put it9 there is need to find

out "what really happened and why this effort was a

success in one place while it was a failure somewhere". "\AlBa/UNICEF

approach to understanding the situation as it relates to health

promotion was to get a detailed and somewhat comparative account

of it as it happened in various countries (Newell 9 1975).
These sources seem to show that where remarkable progress

was made in health promotion9 it was achieved through

community participation and involvement. The sources also

indicate that the process of ensuring community participation

and community involvement varied from country to country, and

health promotion was linked with socio-economic development.

Other sources which will be discussed later in this

paper also indicate that there are various forms and degrees

of community participation and involvement. A critical analysis

of the literature available suggest,~ that community participa-

tion and or community involvement in any activity has admini-

strative and political underitiOnes which are related to leader-

ship and leadership structures in a given community.
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The question of leadership is a very important issue in community

organization and community development. Ross (1967) said the partici-

pation of leaders is necessary because of their influence and because
they are able to communicate with individuals. Cox, et al., (1977)
said "the lack of overall direction in modern communities has drawn

attention to community power as an important aspect of community

structure". According to Nix (1969) successful community action

depends in large measure upon finding and involving the key community

leaders.

There cannot be arbitrary selection of leaders. There must be

adequate identification of leaders whose participation in community

activity encourages the involvement of the community members (Ross,

1967). Presthus (1971) and Nix, et al.p (1977) argued that leadership

cannot exist in a vaccUffi,it is in all senses related to both the

local community and national power structure of a country. Presthus

suggested that identifying leaders goes with an understanding of how

power is allocated in the community system. Nix et al, (1977)
think that in addition to understanding the allocation of power in

the community, a study of various groups and organizations will

help to locate and describe the leaders.
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Schwartz, (1977) emphasised that consumer participation and

community organization are central issues in health education and

he discussed the role of community or~~ization in achieving

consumer participation. He said thnt the relationship between
consumer participation, community involvement and community organi-

zation may be stated in the follovling way:
Bringing people together to
work on problems •••••••••••••
is a complex procees involving
(1) analysis of the validity of
the objectives of the group,
(2) relations of objectives to
various levels and kinds of power
structures in the community and
the concept of Lee..:":.v ..•..olup held by
professional workers.

This raises the questions as to th~ concept of leadership held

by community workers in Africa.
One objective of this research is to show that the question

of leadership in some non-industrinlised countries is not as simple

as it is sometimes discussed in the health education and community

development fields.UNIV
ERSITY
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If leadership is to be seen in a power-cs truc tu.re context,

then, it is a greater problem in what Rostow (1971)

described as the transitional societies than in the

industrialised countries. Seen in the political context,

leadership is a problem in many developing countries.

Funnell (1972) discussed the problem in the Asian

context. His enquiry was concerned with whether there is

a recognizable political system in any of the Asian

countries as defined in the 'Western Sense'. Funnell

showed that in such Asian countries as Indonesia and Burma

(he described them as 'broken~back' states) the introduc-

tion of alien political institutions weakened the

indigenous political institutions and the leadership based

on them. One such alien political institution is local

government in the western form based on educated leader-

ship. Funnel shoued also that in India, China and Japan

the indigenous local institution based on traditional

leadership resisted the western form of local government

and to this extent the indigenous leaders maintained their

popularity with the members of the community. We can surmise

from this that the position of traditional leaders in communi-

ties wi th western and traditional forms of political institutions

is open to serious leadership Challenges.
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From available evidence (Presthusp 1971; Nix et al.,

1977) it C2~ be argued that the leadership structure of

a given local community in a given developed nation is

embedded in the economic, political and administrative

structures. The riddle, howeverp is that in many non-indus-

trialised countries the leadership structures are variably defined

in terms of sex, age and descent as well as in the political,

economic and administrative context. In such countries of

Africa, thereforep one sees the modern or the emerging leader-

ship structure based on economic political and administrative

variables co-existing with the traditional leadership structure.

The latter form of leadership structure has different criteria

of recruitment which includa sex, age, descent and kinship rela-

tions. If community particil~tion and community invJlvement

could be promoted through community leaders there is a need to

determine which of the two leadership groups is respected and

could be used more effectively. Ajaegbu (1976) argued that

the educated elite in the developing societies are best to

take the leadership. Rostow (1971) sees eventual progress in

not only the educated elite leading but also the complete

erasing in one way or the other, of traditi~\nal structures.
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Many authorities have compared the processes of development

in different countries (United Nations, UN, 1971; Newell,

1975; Schwartz, 1977r:· "It is usual of these sources to talk

of countries like China and Russia which were late to develop

and such veterans like the U.S. Eritain and France. Of late,

among the African countries, Tanzania has become a topic of
interest (UN, 1971; Collins, 1972). One point is recurrent

in all these discussions - the participation and involvement

of communities in the solution of problems under one or another

form of leadership. \Vhat appears to be missing from these

discussions is the critical analysis of the leadership position

in these countries. It can be assuffiPnthat the absence of two

tJ~es of leadership structures in some developed nations removes

some conflicts which can be found in many developing countries

between the traditional and the non-traditional leadership groups.

Rostow (1971) showed that even at one point in history,

the now developed countries had suffered under the yoke of dual

leadership (one modern and the other traditional). A critical

analysis of Rostow's work, (1971) relating to some important

issues on leadership will be useful at this stage. This could

be summarised as follows~
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1. Changes in both social and political structures are

a prerequisite for massive development and progress.

20 These changes must be embodied in some form of institu-

tiona19 social and psychological setting so that societies

can react positively to the new ideas.

3. The process of change normally starts with the intrusion
-.of traditional societies by colonials military &~d

economic concerns of a different kind.

1+. This leads to the fracturing of traditional societies -

they lose their unitY9 cohesion9 prestige and self-

respect - thus pushing them to the transitional stage

and from thence9 the painful and sometimes turbulent

take-off to economic growth;

Rostow (1971) listed some countries and the dates of the

take-off as follows:

Country Initial date Initial date Take-off
long sweep short period begins

England 1688 (Glorius
(U .x.) Revolution) 1750 1780s

France 1660 1789 1830s

Russia 1696 1861 1890s

China 1842 1895 1950s
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To discuss Rostow's take-off periods9 one point among many

others stated by him needs to be stressed:

Before a society sufficiently
modernized for a take-off Cffil be
achieved, before the modern elements
within it can become dominant. and
effective even over a limited eco-
hemic range - a profound and positive
series of changes must take place at every
level.

He said men must adapt or transform the old culture in ways

which make it compatible with modern activities and institu-

tions.
The dateS stated by Rostow approximate important periods

of major political movements in each of the countries. During

these movements the traditional leadership and power structures

were either transformed or adapted to through evolution or

revolution. This suggests that the existence of two leadership

structures (traditional and modern) inhibits progress. But it

might not be logical to say that the problem of dual leadership

may necessarily be solved through a revolutiong In France,

the French Revolution (1787 - 1830) swept away the ancient regime.

Russia and China transformed the traditional structures through

the same revolutionary process. The case was, however,

different for the United Kingdom.
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Here the traditional institutions of administration based on

feudalism adapted and adjusted vith the changes to the

extent that it was worked into the modern parli8~entary

system. In Uganda an attempt was made to marry the traditional

chieftaincy institution with parliamentary government when the

Kabaka of Iluganda was made the President and Milton Obote was

made the Prime Minister. This failed because the chiefs of the

various tribes of Uganda did not speak with one voice and also

because the modern political elite did not want it (Young?

1966; Low, 1971). In Ethiopia the monarchy was swept away by

a revolution. Thus possibly except for Tanzania 2nd Ethiopia,

many of the African countries South of the Sahara have two

political structures (traditional and modern) running side by

side. Each structure appears to have its own hierarchy of

leadership.

This study examines the leadership structure in the

Aiyedade community against the background that there are two

institutions of power (one traditional and the other non-

traditional) co-existing. The non-traditional leadership

institution is the Irewole Local Government Council. The 2nd

Republic of Nigeria has a three-tier system of government - the

local, state and federal governments (1979 Constitution).
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Each of the above has exclusive functions~ The main functions

of a local government council are set out in the Fourth

Schedule of the 1979 constitution. The J'lIanagementof the

local government councils is carried out ~y councillors

chosen through democratic elections. The traditional power

and leadership institutions are the chieftaincy institution.

The functionaries in the chieftaincy institution are the

chiefs and obas. Before and during colonial rule, the obas

and chiefs played a major role in the local administration

(Coleg 1975). Under the present constitutional. arrangement 9

the chiefs have no function in the administration of the

locality.
The purpose of this study is to examine how the present

arrangement has affected the leadership position in the

Aiyedade Community and how it m~y facilitate or complicate the

prospects of promoting community participation through leaders

at the grass-root level (i.e. local community).
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CHb.PTER TvlO

REVIEH OF LITERLTURE

COMf'1UNITYINVOLVEMENT IN COJ'tlHUNEI'YBASED PROGRLMNES AND
THE LELDERSEIP qUESTION

Consumer Participation and Community Involvement

Communi ty development programmes we.re founded on the belief

that indigenous leadership and resources could be discovered and

developed in the community (Davies, 1973). The only way this C911

be achieved is through the participation of the citizens in the

development programmes (Biddle and Biddle, 1965, Ross, 1967).
Today, some agencies providing services in cownunities are making

citizen participation an integral part in the provision of these

services. The health agency emphasises consumer participation in all

health programmes. In the health care setting, Galiher, et aJ.,(1971)
defined the consumer as tlanyuser of the health care system".

They also defined consumerism as citizen involvement.

The health care delivery system is designed to restore,

promote, maintain and to prolong life (Rogers, 1960; Lucas and

Gilles, 1976). The services of the health agency therefore include

prevention, control and cure of diseases of all kinds. This suggests

that the health consumer is not only the sick; every individual

in a given community is a health consumer.
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Consumer participation in the hcalth setting therefore calls for

the involvement of the entire community •
.

There are many reasons why some community service providers

want the involvement of communities in the provision of 'seriices.

Traditionally who should get what services? where they should get

them and how they should be got rested w i,th wha tever agency providing

the service (Galiher, et al.? 1971). This situation could lead to

inefficient and or ineffective utilisation of the service so

provided. Ademuwagun (1972) observed that it contributes to the

ineffective utilization of the "public health service". And

according to Galiher et al., (1971) it also contributes to deficiencies

in the health care system. They noted that consumer participation

in the health care delivery system is an important factor for change

not only in the attitudes of the consumers but also in the attitudes

of the providers.

The ,.•ork of Ademuwagun (1972) suggests that non-utilization or

underutilization of the health services may be due to ignorance*

on the part of the health consumers.
*Ignorance in this context means lack of knowledge of the existence

of something (e.g., hospital) or of the method of doing something.
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Failure on the part of individuals or communities to provide certain

health facilities may be due to ignorance. It may also be due to

lack of resources (King, 1972). But an analysis of the works of such

professional community workers as Biddle and Biddle (1965), Ross (1967)
and Batten and Batten (1978) will suggest that the root cause of poverty

itself is ignorance. The problem of ignorance can be removed through

education. Community involvement in the provision of community

services provides the greatest opportunity for doing this. When the people

work on and complete a programme they will know about it, they will
value it and in the end they will know the process involved in doing

the specific task. This makes community involvement a practical

education process (Biddle and Biddle, 1965).
Galiher et al., (1971) indicated that higher educational levels

of the general population is responsible for the prominence of consumers

in the health care system of Americao Othor factors mentionod as being

responsible for increasing consumer participation were, greater
expectations derived from improved communication, a somewhat higher

standard of living and the stimulus this will provide for removing the

frustration arising as a result of imbalanc8 between· the demand for

and the supply of services.UNIV
ERSITY
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It can be argued that these latter factors could not have surfaced

if the consumers were ignorant or uneducated~ When this happens,

when a large pool of citizens becomes well informed, the goverp~ent's

health programmes is usually more responsive to the needs of the
for

people, thus paving the way/a better communication between the

providers and the consumers.

Securing community participation in community based programmes

is not an easy task (Biddle and Biddle? 1965; Ross, 1967). It could

be achieved through the strategies methods and techniques of community

development or community organization (Galiher, et al., 1971).
2. Degrees and Forms of Community Participation

The literature available on community work indicates that the

idea that citizens should be involved in all community development

programmes is popular with service providers. What is not clear-cut

is the degree of citizen participation required and the form it should

take. According to Davies (1973), when promoting citizen participation

in oOEIDUnity programmes first became an official policy in North America,

it was vaguely defined.
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Davies indicated that at one end the more vocal citizens

agitated for complete managerial control of all projects

established under the F£onomic Opportunities Act.9 1964.

At the other end9 the municipal authorities thought

managerial control should be in their hands. This raised

the debate e "Did participation mean that the poor w i Ll. work

on programmes or that they will share in the policy making role?~.

Morley (1968)9 describe one type of participation as

qualitative participation and he wrote~

In an age which works on the principle

of throw-away-things for throw-moldy

people an opportunity to contribute
to the creation of a new environment

should be rapidlY9 enthusiastically

and actively accepted.

This implies that participation involves taking of concrete

steps (i.e. physical and material contribution) to help in

the development process.

Arnstein (1969) conceptualized participation in a hierarchical

order indicating the degrees of participntion as follows~
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3. Ladder of Citizen Participation

1• Nanipulation l Non-Participation

20 Therapy

3. Informing )
)

4. Consultation ) Degree of tokenism
)

). Placation )

6. Partnership )

70 Delegated Power ~ Degree of citizen power
)

80 Citizen Control )

Arnstein's ladder of citizen participation suggests

various relationships that could exist between an agency

and a citizen body in community development programmes.

a. The agency could manipulate the members of a given
community to work on programmes. Mani,ulation in

this context means using clover means to make the

citizens to act in the way the agency wisheso It

is not different from therapy. This implies that

the decisions9 planning and implementing of the

programme could be made by the agency. All it

requires is tFiCtto make the citizens work on

the programme. This equates citizen partici-

pation with their working on programmes. Arnstein

describes this as non~participation.
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The members of the community could be consulted, informed

and placated so they will accept a pre-planned programme.

They may eventually accept a given prograrmne but one

cannot be sure of their physical and material contribution.

This is short of the other aspect of partici~~tion

described as 'qualitative participation' by Morley (1968).
c. In the context of Arnstein's concept of citizen participa-

b.

tion we can surmise thGt citizen participation exists

under the following relationshipsg

(i) The relationship between the community service

provider or agent and the community members is that of

partnership. This suggests that the two p::Lrtiesshall

be jointly involved. in deciding on and planning and
executing a programmee

(ii) Delegated power implies the backing and support

frOIDwhoe ver is delegating the power to the one exerci-

sing the power. The support could be physical, material,

moral and spiritual or all combined. Power could be dele-

gated to a body elected by the subjects of a given community

or even to the service providing agency. But whatever

the case is, the whole process assures complete citizen

involvement in not only working or programmes but also

in deciding on the type, nature, the course and the

form of the programmes.
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(iii) Citizen control implies citizens taking over complete

control of not only any community programmes but also the

administration of service organizations initiating the

programmes (Panzetta9 1972)0 This indicates a situation

where the citizens will dictate to the staff or agencies

working in the community. According to Panzetta (1972)

this would not work because it will lead to dismemberment

of the organization's manpowero From the above analysis,

participation may be considered as including citizens

involvement jointly with formal decision-making bodies in

making decision and in planning and implementing physically

and materially projects or programmes decided upon.
Literature in the community work field suggests one

area of conflict which can be a constraint to citizen

participation. This is the area of decision-making.

Buttel and Flinn (1976) said decision-making is misleading

viewed as an abstract process removed from the substance

of any decision and in this way when a community discrimi-

nates among policies and rejects participation in some
progrrumnes9 policy-makers tend to see flaws
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in the community's ability to m~e decisions

or innovate. This seems to suggest that formal decision-makers

do not involve communities in the decisions that affect them (Gaston,

1975). This had led some authorities to give meanings to the

motives of formal decision-makers. Khinduka, (1969); AlinskYt

(1971); Fre~r.y (1972) and Brown and Margo, (1978) appear to

say that people in the formal decision-making have interests

to protect and involving citizens in decisions cannot guarantee

this. Khinduka for instance speaks of irreconci]~ble interests

('Haves and Have-not s") wi th the Haves' in control of decision-
making.

These ideas seem to suggest that citizen participation if

preached by formal decision-makers and their agents is at best

a lip-service and at the worst an attempt to manipulate the

general public to work on programmes. These ideas appear to have

gained ideological significanco. To this extent many authorities

on community development observe and suggest different forms of

community mobilization in order that citizens could achieve

the desirable level or degree of participation. Amung these

authorities are Alinsky (1971), Freiry (1972). They preached

radical actions through which the citizens or the oppressed

can gain the attention of tho rulers.
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Another factor which appears to suggest the form community

mobilization should take is the nature of the problems that

need solution. This factor could be analysed under two related

disciplines in the community work fi8ld (community development

and community organization)o The conceptual framework of the

'British School of Community Development' (table 1) illustrates

the variables under which certain forms of community mobiliza-

tion can be prescribed.

Table 1:

MODELS OF SOCIAL CHANGE AtTDPOSSIBLE STRATEGIES ON THREE
LEVELS OF OPERATION (LEES AND SNITH) 1977

.
Basic Assumptions/Strategies

Level of Structural
Operation Consensus Pluralizm Conflict

National Social National National
Planning Lobby Pressure

Local Organiza-
tional Ser- Local Local
vice Deve- Lobby Pressure
lopment

Grass- 'Traditional' Commun i ty Community
roots Community Organization Aution

Development
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By definition, the participation expected from the community

members include participation in decisions, planning and execution

of all projects. The execution of any programme involves

physical and material contribution. \fhile phys~cal and material

contribution of all community members is possibl€, it might be

impossible to involve everyone at the decision-making and

planning levels. It is therefore suggested that the leaders

or the representatives of the people should be used for

decision-making and planning (Ross, 19679 Galiher et al., 1971).
Galiher et al.(1971) indicated that in the U.S. leaders of such

organizations as the vlelfare Rights Organizations, labour unions

and Patent Rights organizations are used.

Looking at points 6, 7 and 8 of Arnsteins ladder of citizen

participation against Panzeta's (1971) expectation of which form

the citizen participation should take, there appears to be one

conclusion. It is being suggested that service providers and the

leaders of the community should decide and plan together.

4. The Leadership Question

Mehta (1968) identified the community leaders of six

India villages by their specific functions in some community

institutions.
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These functionaries in socio-economic institutions (schools,

co-operative soc i.et.Les , etc ~ which are "depar-tur-es from the

traditional landmarks of the community" are non-traditional

leaders. Ey this definition9 those serving in institutions

which are the landmarks of the community are traditional leaders.

These institutions shall include the chieftaincy institutions

and such leaders shall include fetish priests and chiefs in the

African context9 i.e. holders of all traditional offices.

Again 9 Mehta (1968)9 Nix et a19 (1977) refer to the senior

staff of establishments providing services in communi ties as formal
leaders. It may be surmised that some of such leaders are eleoted

of
representatives either as members/ parliament or councillors.

Others are appointed officers in organt$ation and establishments

In the community. Informal leaders may be described as distin-

guished citizens who do not hold any formal office. It could

therefore be concluded that some offices which are traditional

landmarks of the community are formal. By this definition it

could be argued that in the African context, such office holders

as chiefs and fetish priests are formal leaders. In many

African communities therefore one is likely to find the

following types of leadersg
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4.1. Formal Leaders
(a) Non-traditional formal leaders9 i.e. incumbents

of non-traditional community offices.

(b) Traditional formal leaders9 i.e. incumbents

of traditional offices.

4.2. Informal Leaders: These are distinguished citizens

neither occupying non-traditional nor traditional

community offices.
The interesting point is that in many caSE:Sconnnunity

workera are employees of non-traditional community of'f'Lc es

(i.e. modern bureaucratic organizations). Th0ir employers

are the non-traditional formal leaders in the African context.

This appears to have some influence on community workers in

Africa. In terms of mobilizing communities through their
leaders9 there is the tondency to concentrate on finding persons

not holding formal traditional offices. Khinduka (1969) saw

this from the ideological perspective. He notod that though

the community development movement received great attention

in Africa9 Asia and Latin America9 the achievementsg if any

were limited. He blrunedthis on some assumptions which were

biased in favour of citizen involvement as against the involve-

ment of administrators and policy-makers.
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But as observed by Ross (1967) and emphasised by Galiher et al

(1971) citizens could be Dobilised through their leaders to

participate in community based progr~~es. The problem Day

be that while in places like the U.S. mobilising 18aders of

organisations is tantamount to rallying decision-makers and

administrators, the same cannot be said of Africa. It may be

argued that in many developed countries, leaders of voluntary

organizations invariably hold some formal offices ond it is

only in their private capacity as private citizons that they
;

can be called informal leaders. On the contrary traditional

leaders in many African countries who may be leaders of the

various traditional, cultural, and social groups may not be in

key administrative positions in the communities. This may

suggest that when these leaders are used for community organi-

zation purposes, the leaders in the non-traditional organiza-

tions may be left out.

It is expected that community workers should find out

whom cOffiDunitymembers perceive as their leaders (I-1ehta91968~
Brieger and Adeniyi9 1980)0 It seems persons identifiod as

leaders by members of the community are so identified because

of their power and ability to exercise influence on community

affairs. But in the Foko area of Ibadan9 Nigeria, Brieger and

Adeniyi (1980) found the accepted pattern of leadorship,
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a traditional community council of elders, helpless against

a non-traditional one. This raises a question as to whether

community members will identify as leaders those who exercise

or can exercise effective influence on community affairs.

This may depend on their understanding of the local political

system and their knowledge.of who does what in the locality

(Court, 1972).
5. The role of Leadership in Community Work

For community work purposes, community leaders have been

grouped into types. Nix (1969) identified three main types

of leaders, Mehta (1968) identified two. Nix's identification

was based on the dimensions of function, scope of influence ffild

basic orientation, and the types of leaders were presented in a

hierachical order. Nix called the highest group of leaders on

the hierarchy the legitimizers. According to Nix, the approval

of the legitimizers must precede any community work. The second

group of l:eaders identified by Nix are the effectors. The

effectors are mostly government officials and employees of large

private co~porations directed by the legitimizers. The effectors

occupy positions vital in the planning of community change.

The last group of loaders are activitts. Tho activists are

those Nix described a£ 'doers' and 'joiners'.
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Mehta distinguished between recognised or established

and programme leaders. According to Mehta the social

approval and moral support of the reco~nised leaders must

precede any health or family planning prcgramme , Mehta said

the programme leaders are determined by their initiative9

interest and the lead they provide in programmes. Mehta and

Nix are agreed on the specific functions of type of leaders

in community work except that Mehta'sfrecognised leader" is

a wider concept than Nix's top influential or institutional

leader, it embraces Nix's legitimizers ~ld effectors.

The important point, however, is that whatever the type of

leader, he has some relationship with the community power

structure. For instance in America it is observed that the

participation of businessmen end other influentials in civic

affairs encourages community participation (Banfield and Wilson,

1971). But the businessman and the othor influentials in

America have a place on the cO~JUnity power structure.UNIV
ERSITY
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Several studies have been made on community power structure

(Hunter, 1953; Nix, 1969; Skills, 1975 and Nix, et aI, 1977)0
Though these studies vary in scope and perspective, they all tend to

point to the same facts:

(a) That there is increasing need for a change

agent to understand more about the community

and its leadership structure.

(b) That leadership in a given local co~~unity is

not independent of the leadership structure

of the nation and

(c) That at the grass-root level (be it the

village, farm-hut or the factory) community
workers oarl work through indigenous leaders

and lJcal influentials to promote partici-

pation and involvement in cOIT~unity based

programmes. But a synthesis of Funnel's (1972)
findings on the Asian political system and,

studies on power and leadership structures

generally suggests thatg
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(i) What might be called an 'indigenous' leader

in one country may not be the same in another

country. In countries where traditional

political systems co-exist with a modern

political system the indigenous lenders

are the incubents of the traditionnl offices.

(ii) When the traditional and modern political

systems are coexisting (i.e., not integrated),

there will be two leadership and power

structures coexisting.

An analysis of community participation and involve-

ment in countries like China, Tanzania and the U.S. with

single or an integrated political system * suggests that
influencing community participation through local

leaders is less problematic because leaders are identified

along the same leadership and power structure.

* An integrated political system is used to describe one
in which the traditional leadership and the modern leadership
are placed in the same political structures of the country,
eeg., in Britain, we refer to the 'Queen-in-Parliament'.UNIV
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Studies on leadership structures have focused on the

concept of leadership in the west where traditional political

institutions may not co-exist with modern political institutions.

In the African setting, though various discussions in sociology,

history and political science focus on the existence of traditional

leadership, the western concept of leadership structures

predominates. This situation gives rise to four strands~

1. Ey the western concept of leadership an indigenous

leader refers only to local men and women identifiable

with the modern economic, political and administrative

structures. In the African setting indigenous leader

tends to he used to refer specifically to the traditional

leaders (chiefs, fetish priests, etc.). Thus in the
same local community in the African scene there may

be two types of indigenous leaders. Without distinction

between these two groups ..of leaders, high ranking government

officials and community workers tend to approach the

'indigenous traditional leaders' when they want to

initiate programmes that need physical, material

and spiritual involvement of the community.
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It is hoped that by speaking through the chiefs the

subjects will, in their numbers9 follow.

2. It is not realised that the existence in the locality

of 'non-traditional' local influentials may cause

the decline of the power and influence of the

"traditional' local influentials.

3. It is not realised that the local people might base

their leadership choice on the ability of any alleged

leader to influence the allocation of resources

(rewards or punishment) at the local and national

levels.
4. It is not realised that the continued acceptance of

an indigenous traditional lo~der might depend on

his continued ability to influence decisions and

allocation of resources at all levels.

There is therefore a need to explore the relationship

between the traditional and non-traditional leadership

structures in the African local communities in terms of

finding out community members perception of them before

adopting a strategy for mobilizing CQmmuni~T members

through leaders.
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CHf'..PTEH. TI-ID.EE

A. TITJ~2QlU~TICAL AHD conCEPTUAL Flv:..f.1mlORK

1. Interslij;inl Groups and Individual Leo.c1ership

Nix (1969) made the f'o Ll.owf.n.; observation.

The social f~cts of ~~~ich communities are
made are the exchange nncl coordin~tive
relationships between special interest
groups and oreanizations within 0. locality.
The hypothesis is that individuals tend
to gain or lose potentinl co~m~~ity power
by the rmture and extent of thoir
exchange relationships; the exercise of
real co~~~~ity influence depends on their
involvement in key coordinntive interost
groups.

Therefore Nix (1969) and later ~Tix, et aL (1977)

identified the following three groups as co~ponents

of commurri. ties:

a. Exchange interstitinl or in-between groups.

b. Coorcinative interstitial groups.

c. 8pecial interstitial graups.

1.1 Exch,:mge Interstitial or In-Betlieen GrouEs

Here individuals, groups, and org~nizations

exchanGe their sp€>cinlized goods and servi.ces~ et~.

perchant" - customer or professionEl.l - client

relationships. l-.Jix(19~9) ":!.ypothesisedt-hat the

individu~ m~y lose or QUin potential power by ~e

nature and extent of the ~xchanGe relationships.
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1.2. Coordinative Interstitial Groups

This is the relationship between two or more

individuals, groups and/or organizations. Here indivi-

duals, groups and organizations with potentially differing

and conflicting interests come together to transact

business. Examples of coordinative interstitial groups

are a local chamber of commerce, a community development

council and an informal decision-making clique. Members

of such groups are described as representing such several

differing special interests as a bank9 a law firm, an

association of teachers and a medical council.

1.3. Special Interstitial Groups

Here the relationship between the individuals

making up a group is mainly interpersonal. Also the

role behaviour of their members is culturally determined

or ideally reciprocal and each member is supposed to be

orientated to the basic goal of the group or organization

he represents. Examples of this type of group inoiliudethe

family, a single firm or a company and a school.

A summary of the three types of groups is shovffi

in a table on the next page.

)
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A Table Summa.r-Ls Lng the Thr_ee 'Types of
Interstitial Groups

"

,
I TYPE OF INT~R3TITIAL GROUP
i I r II --- 1 III I
: Exchange inters- I Coordinative I Special intor-
I titial groups I interstitial I stitial p,-roups
I , groups I

I---- -+----..------...--f---- ------------------i-------- ----- -----
I I I

1. :Sxamples of I fl[erchnnt-customer I A Lo oaL chamber I
groups in I or Professional- , of commerce or ,
ea.ch type I client ~ community devo- ~

I I, lopment council J,

I d . ,I I or eC1Slon- I
I I .l~' I' - II I ma_~lng c a.que I

J .---f- • ·--~---+-I----

Composi tion of : Individuals of I Groups/bodies I
group/nature I type III G'rou9s I comprising indi- :
o f' relat:lon-: in a f'o r-ma L busi- l viduc.ls acting :
ship I ness-type re1a- I as representa- I

It' h . -tt I I- • 4" • II 1011-<:; l..1.)S W1 n ,-('1 ves O_L VarlOUS I

I' other grO'11.18 nnd I intorsti tia1 :
indi viduals f'Too I g'TOUJ.:°:)S and orea- I

I I,'~ I
I the other groups I .n:i$4tio.n s I
.1.- 1 _ t:
I I I -~-~
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Interstitial Groups and Individual Leadership

Nix (1969) and Nix, et al.(1977) suggested that unless

an individual is engaged in a key coordinative group or

organization in his community, he is not likely to exercise

effective influence on community affairs. Presthus (1971),

Wilson and Banfield (1971) seem to suggest that members of

a community find leadership in those who have tre~sactional

influence at the level of coordinative relationship. Presthus

(1971) contends that individuals have come to see the state

as the main distributor of rewards and punishments and that

all individuals, groups and organizations seek to influence

this. It could be inferred from this that the leaders in a

local community, if they are to be seen as such, may have
to be involved in coordinative relationships not only at the

local level but also at intermediate and national levels.

Further, the individuals with tho resources and influence to

operate at the coordinative relationship level have certain

attributes - economic, political, educational etc., which

afford them the chance and which others can identify and may

aspire to get.
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From this perspective it is necessary t<;>investigate

the attributes which local residents in a rural community

(like that of l...yidadc)identify their ,}-eaderswith so as

to find out who the renl leaders are and"·•.,hat attributes

(sex, age:, clan relationship, educatio!1.,.we~lth, high
'(,;

administrative office) they must possess to''be recognized

arid .ao cepted as leaders. Nix (1969) has suggested tiha t

to illlderstandcommunity leadership we must focus attentio!1.

on the existing types. of' groups in the community and dispel

the notion that con~unities are basically systems of

co-operating individuals, groups or organizations.

Based on Nix's propositions (1969) sticking to the

old notion of'rural communities (of the size of say Ikire,

Apomu and Ikoyi) as made up for ruLing systems of' extended

:family or cl~~ relationships is to miss the point. It

amounts' to saying that such communi tics arc. special

interstitial groups orientated basically towards

reciprocal goals.
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This notion appears to have outlived its usefulness. From this

perspective, it seems reasonable to suggest that the influence and

power of chiefs and elders will depend on whether or not they also

function effectively at the coordinative and exchange interstitial

relationship levels.
According to Nix, et al., (1977) the concern with power or

leadership ~tructure is system centred while the concern with
leaders is person centred. They said leadership structure studies

examine the nature of the community in terms of the number, type and

organizations of interstitial group n~Lworks. The Question here

is whether there are two or more power foci within the uommunity.

2. Easis of Community Leadership
The basis of leadership is social power and social power

has been defined as the capacity to determine the action of

others (Nix, 1969; Presthus 1971).
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The sources of social power are authority and influence

(Nix 1969). Authority is the right which persons who occupy

particular positions in groups have to control other members

of the group. According to Nix, part of an individual's power

is based on authority.
Influence is not associated with any particular office.

According to Nix (1969) the influence of any individual derives

from~
a. His personal qualities - appearance 9 age~ family

background, special skills and communication

abilities, etc,
b. His access to scarce resources ~ jobs~ goods, services.

c. Prestige and commulative influence growing out of

all positions and office held.

( Community Power Structur~
Community Leadership
Bansfield and Wilson (1971) defined corrmun i,ty power

structure as made up of those who set the policy

of the community on lineo In Atlanta, Georgia (U.So)

those who set the policy on line were identified as mostly busi-

nessmen. Bansfield and Wilson (1971) described the businessmen

who "set the Policy on line" in Atlanta aa the power
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leaders; those who carried out the policies werr. the elocted

and appointed officials (the bureaucrats). Reviewing other

researches on community power structure, Banfield and v!ilson

noted that while in somE!communities, the buroacracy held

ample power, in others, e.g. New Haven, power was found to

be highly pluralistic. They concluded that whatever the form

of power structure, one thing was common to all, i.e. "persons

not elected to formal offices play very considerable part in

the making of important decisions".

Nix (1969) identified four main forms of community power

structure.

3.1. Focused or Unitary Form:- This form of power structure

is pyramidal. At the apex of the pyramid may be found a person,

a clique or an organization "which unquestionably exercises

power in a patterned way through the descending levels of the

leadership".
3.2. Split or Bifactional Form~- This describos a situation

'where the community is divided into two major groups each

with its own leadership which may be a person, group, a

clique or an organization.
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3.3. Multifactional Form:- This describes a situation where

there are many factions each with ,its own leadership

which may be a person, a clique or an organization.

3.4. Amorphorous or Disorganized Form:- This describes a

situation where no structure of leadership is recognised

in the community. This condition according to Nix (1969)

could be associated with absentee ownership and the dominance

exerted over the community by a metropolitan regional centre.

E. AREA OF STUDY

I Land Area and Popula~

The Aiyedade community comprises the towns Ikire,

Apomu and Ikoyi. It is one of the community groups under the

administration of the Irewole Local Government in the Oyo

State, Nigeria. The community is just about 30km. north-

east of Ibadanp the capital of the Oyo State. Covering

and area of about 13.90 sq.km, the community had a

population of 163,953 (1963 census)o A more recent
population estimate makes the population of Ikire 120,000,

Apomu 50,000 and Ikoyi 30,000 (or a total of about 200,000)*.

Ikire, Apomu and Ikoyi are predominantly Yoruba speaking areas.

* Sources: Irewole Local Goyernment Council
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2. Administrative Set Up

Ikire is the administrative headquarters of the community

and it houses the following administrative institutions and
organizations.

2.1. The Irewole Local Government offices.

2.2. Agriculture, Forestry and Vertinary Departments

2.3. Ministry of Education

2.4. The Urban Health Centre

2.5. Police Station

2.6. Local Court

2.7. Postal Agency
2.8. Banks

2.9. Trad~ and co-operative unions.

2.10. Each local community has a traditional administrative
instrtution under the respective obas and the general

community level, there is a chieftaincy committee.
3. Educational Set Up

3.1. Ikire has eight primary schools and three post-primary
schools. .

3.2. Apomu has five primary schools and three post-prim&ry
schools.

* The traditional admtnistrative institution under the respective
Obas is referred to as Ilu (i.e. Obas' Council)
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3.3. Ikoyi has four primary and one post-primary schools.

4. Health Education Activities

There have been some degree of intense health

education activities organized by the staff of the

Rural Health Centre (Government) and four generations

(1975/76 to 1978/79) of students of the African Regional

Health Education Centre (ARHEC) of the University of

Ibadan. While the health education activities of the

Rural Health Centre Staff can be described as patient-

education, the ARHEC students have been engctged in community

health education through community organization.

C. STATEr1ENT OF T}m PROBLEM

1. Setbacks During the Field Practice In the Aiyedade
Community

One of the setbacks in the Aiycdade community ",as the

inability of the field practice team to generate the desired

community participation through the co~~unity lenders. Another

setback was the problem faced in attempting to coordinate the

activities of the local government council in a way that would

bring together the efforts of the people and the council.UNIV
ERSITY
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When field practitioners could not make a headway in

various communities, it could be traced to their failure to

take steps in line with community development principles

(Ross, 1965; Batten, 1975; Brieger and Adeniyi, 1980). With

pecific reference to the community health practice programmes

of ARHEC* students, Brieger and Adeniyi (1980) noted that the

deviations from the community development principles were at

two stages - the an~ stage and the intervention stage.

According to Brieger and Aden i.yi , at the d;i.t~~:; level,

problems .occured when~

1.1. Students defined the community in terms other than the

residents' own conception of it.

1.2. Leadership that was acceptable to and respected by the
community members was not accurately identified.

1.3. Existing values and motivations which could inhibit or

!!.id community action were not properly taken into account.

1.4. Social dynamics such as factionalism were not considered.

*Students of the African Regional Health Education ~entre.
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They also observed that at the intervention stage the

selected goals were out of tune with the available resources,

the entry into the community was done through inter-mediaries

rather than the beneficiaries and community participation was

not promoted through the existing acceptable leadership.

2. The Leadership Problem
Aiyedade is a rural community.
Rural communities are identified with closely-knit

kinship system, i.e. they are integrated (Ross, 1967). Leaders

in rural communities are seen as collaborators in a common
venture (Rothman, 1971). In some rural communities, the leadership

structure is described as that of a local potentate (Funnel, 1972).
In the Aiyedade community, the field practice team entered through
the traditional leaders in an attempt to promote community partici-

pation. The failure to achieve general community participation

by working through the indigenous leaders raises some questions.

Are the traditional indigenous leaders representative of all the

interests in the locality? yfuat is the sphere of influence of the

traditional ruling elite? Are there any interests in the community

with other Leaders? Are there any other types of leadership

structures in a rural community?
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2. Objectives of the Study

2.1. To identify the types of leadership groups in the

Aiyedade community.

2.2. To identify the power le~ders in the community.

2.3. To explore the relationship between the types of leaders

in the community in terms of their popularity with community

members.
2.4. To detennine how community members with different occupational

and educational background identify with the leadership

groups in the community.

2.5. To attempt to determine the factors accountiUi for the strength

or weakness of the leadership groups in the community.

2.6. To explore and consider the implications of the findings for
promoting general community participation in health programmes

through leaders.f
D. ASS1JHPI'IONS

The basic assumptions upon which this study was based included

the following:
1. That consumer participation and involvement in community

health programmes can be improved if health workers understand

the leadership system in Aiyedade.
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2. That there is more than one leadership group in Aiyedade.

3. That the traditional leadership is the only type of

leadership community workers seem to be aware of.

~-

E. HYPOTHESES

The hypotheses dealing with the effects of the coexistenoe

of a traditional and a non-traditional leadership which this

'study was designed to test were~
1. Subjects opinions as to which authority is responsible

for the local administration will depend on whether or

not they received some formal education.
2. Subjects' opinions as to which authority is responsible

for the local administration will depend on their occupations.

There will be significant difference among the occupational

groups in their conceptions as to whether the chiefs or the

councillors or any others are the most powerful leaders with

strong voice in community affairso
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4. There will be a significant difference between those with

and those without formal education in their conceptions as to

whether the chiefs or the councillors or any others are the

most powerful with strong voice in community affairs.

S. There is no sibrnificant difference among the occupational

groups in their preference for types of leaders they

interact with.
6. There is no significant difference between those with and

those without formal education in their preference for the

types of leaders they interact with.
7. The distribution of respondents by their preference

for the type of leaders they interact with is independent

of their distribution on their opinions as to whether they

can influence decision made by the leaders.
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CHAPl'ERFoun

MEl'HOroLOGY
§TIillY DESIGN

The study has three olosely ·interrelated aspectS:
1. A study of leadership in tho Aiyed[1,deoommuni ty in terms

of the basis of the power and influence of the traditional

leaders and non-traditional leaders represented by the chiefs

and the councillors respectively.
2. A study of the subjects perception of those who exercise

leadership (chiefs and councilmen) in the Aiyedade community.

3. A study of informal leaders i.e. local influentials.

Different techniques were used in the selection of the

respondents for each aspect of the study and in the measure-

ment of the variables of interest.

1. Sr~LING PROCEDURE

1.1. Procedure for Selecting
The Councillors and the Chief§
Aiyedade had 17 councillors. 9 from Ikire and 4 each from

Apomu and Ikoyi communities. These three communities make up

Aiyedade included in the Irewole Local Government Council area.UNIV
ERSITY
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The Local Government Council was already dissolved at the time

of the study and this made it difficult to get all the 17

councillors for interview. Only 12 were available for the

interview. Of these 12, six were from Ikire, four from Apomu

and two from Ikoyi, representing 66.6%, 100% and 500;6 of the

counoillors in the three communities respeutively.

A total of 24 chiefs were interviewed - eight from each

of the three communities under study. Three of the chiefs were

the paramount chiefs - the Alakire of Ikire, the Alapomu of

Apomu and the Onikoyi of Ikoyi - of the three communities. The

remaining 21 chiefs, seven for each community, were chosen

randomly from each community's 16-member council of chiefs

(the Ilu).

1.2. Procedure for Selecting
Community Members (Subjects)

Sample size - Statistical Consideration

1.2a In determining the size of the sample, the investigator

took into account the subject under study and the variables of

interesto The theoretical and conceptual framework on which this

study is based show that individuals acquire the basis of

leadership, i.e. power and influence, from certain exchange

relationShips. The chances that a given individual will gain

an upper hand in these relationships are enhance by his
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possession of certain status symbols. The status symbols which

appeared to be relevQnt to this study were education and occupation and

these constituted the main independent variables in the cross-

tabulations.

The second factor in the determination of the sample size~~as

the analytic tools to be used which included x2 (chi-square tests).

It is said that where some of the cases per cell in the cross-tabu-

lation fall below 5, analysis is difficult and also chi-square

tests would not show the tendencies clearly.

With these guidelines and basing the sample size on the formula

rn x 10 (where r = the average numbe~ vf values per variable, n = the

number of variables of interest and 10 = the least number of cases per

cell) it was estimated that the sample size should not be less than ~5()
2(i.e. 5 x 10 = 250).

The estimated population of Ikire is 120,000, Apomu 50,000 and

Ikoyi 30,000 (the source· is the Irewole Local Government Council).

The sample size for each township was to be drawn in proportion to

its population. These proportions were 12:5:3 for Ikire, Apomu and

Ikoyi respectively. It was also decided to exceed the minimum sample

of 250 by 164 or 45% thus a total of 364 persons were proportionately

drawn from the three townships - 216 from Ikire, 93 from Apomu and

55 from Ikoyi (Table 3).
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TABLt ;2
Distribution of ResDondents jp the sClmQle by Towns

T01;IN I SAHPLZ I % AGE OF
I SIZE I TOTALSA1iiPLEI I
I I
I I

Apomu I 9:3 I 25.6I I

Ikire I 216 I 59.3I I
I I

Ikoyi I ).5 I 15.1I Jl- I
I

364
I

I I 100: I

~lY3LE l~

::)istribution of' Respondents in the Sample for each town

by Occupations

I Apomu I Ikire t Ikoyi t Totals
j I .L i
It, I

: 63 (141 I 40 : 244
: (67.7%): (65.3%) I (72•2%): (67%).-----------~---~----~---~----~----~---------~-----------I I I I

: 7 : 37 l 4 : 48
l (7.5%) ~ (17.1%): (7.3%) : (13.2%)~--------------.--------.---------~~--------~----------I . I t

: 5 13: 2 : 20
I (5.3~&) (6%) I (3.6%) ) (5.4%)I .. I ,~--------------+--------~---------~---------r~----------I . I I

Skilled : 15 11: 6 1 32
~iorkers 1(16.1%). (.5.1%) I (10.9%) I (8.8%)

I .. I I .---------------~------~-~---------~---------.----------.I I I
Administrntive/ 3 I 11.J· I 3 I 20
Professional/ f (,2.2%) j (6.5%)! (5 • .5%) ! (.5.4%)
Clerical I ~ I I
Workers I ! I I~ ~ ~~ k ~_~ _

I ; I I
I 6 I I 64
i' 93 21 I 55 t 3

I ,

Fnrmers

Traders

Unskilled
l'lorkers

Tot2.ls
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1.2b Stratification

Each population comprised five occupational sub-categories

- farmers, unskilled workers. skilled workers, traders and the

professional administrative class and the respondents were

interviewed in each category. However. it was diffioult to

establish a basis for occupational stratification from the

population census in order to select a representative sample

of the population. "But a recent study (e.g. Nakinwa, 1978)

indicated that the rural population of Nigeria is made up

of 70% agricultural producers (farmers). The remainder are

made up of different occupational categories. The sample

size for each township wa1S therefore decided in the ratio 7:3.
The proportional representation of fannersp and other occupational

groups put together, in the sample (table ~) was approximate to

Makinwa's 1.e'9 farmers 67% and other 33%*.

*During the analysis of the result it was found that some
subjects indicated they were engaged in two occupations,
e.g. worker-cum farmer. As they were full-time employees the
researcher decided to count them as employee rather than
farmers. This gave a distortion to the expected 3:7
proportion for farmers and other occupations.UNIV
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Table .t4- shows that Ikire has a larger proportion of the

other non-farming occupations than the other two communities and

this was due to the following reasons:
1. The administrative/professional/clerical class

was mainly found at Ikire which is the administrative

headquarters of the Aiyedade community.

ii. Being the largest of the three communities and

also the administrative headquarters, Ikire had

a greater proportion of the elite population in the

study area and this probably explained why it was

more commercial than Apomu and Ikoyi.

1.3 Selection of the Final
Sampling Unit

1.3a Drawing of Farme:JZ.§.

The Ikire tmmship was made up of 266 compounds with

many houses built in rows and columns. Others were arranged

in the traditional rectangular or circular forms. A random sample

of 40 compounds were selected from the 266 compounds. A

compound was usually made up of a number of housing units

ranging from 20-30. Four interviewers were assigned 10 compounds

each. Tbey each interviewed 35 farmers by visiting every fifth

house in each compound.
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If there was no farmer in the fifth house interviewers went to

the next house.

Apomu nnd Ikoyi
At Apomu 20 compounds were drawn from 60 and at Ikoyi 15

compounds were drawn from 38 and interviewers through the same

procedure used at Ikire picked the final smnpling units who

were farmers.
1.3b Drawing traders and Skilled Workers

The traders and skilled workers in each community we re

located along the principal streets. In each town interviewers

were assigned to streets to interview a trader in every eighth

shop or kiosk and skilled workers in every eighth workshop.
Workshops included carpenter's shops? blacksmith's shop, etc.

The category also included tailors, mechanics? shoemakers,

etc.
1.3c Drawing the Unskilled v"orkers and thE2,

Administrative and Professional Class

i. ~nistrative/Professiona1.LC~rical Class
There were 24 educational institutions as against others

in the Aiyedade community. Teachers therefore formed the

largest professional group in the area. Five teachers were

interviewed at Ikire, 3 at Apomu and 2 at Ikoyi in randomly chosen

schools.
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In each school, the interviewers were asked to interview any one

teacher who stayed longest in the community.

The remaining 10 subjects interviewed in the administrative,

professional and clerical catdgories were chosen from 10 randomly

selected establishments in which interviewers interviewed any worker

who stayed longest.

ii. Unskilled Workers

These were persons such as labourers. messengers etc. without

specific skills in the performance of any jobs and who have been

employed for miscellaneous duties by government departments, and

agencies in the community. Interviewers were directed to randomly

chosen establishments to interview any unskilled worker who stayed

longest in the community.

1.4. Influential Persons or Informal Leaders

10 persons were interviewed from the names given by the chiefs,

councillors and the community members. ~ese persons were only those

who were named by at least one chief, one councillor ~ one community

member. UNIV
ERSITY
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2 INSTRUME1i'TSFOR DATA COLLEC'rION

2.10 Interviews
The interview schedule for the ohiefs and councillors

was cast in the form of questionnaires including both closed

and open ended questions. The chiefs and the councillors

were interviewed by the:;investigator himself with the help

of an interpreter.
Close-ended questionnaires were used to interview

the subjects. The questionnaires were admi.ni.ster-ed by

trained interviewers. It took 10 days to interview the

364 respondents.

2.2. Observation
Some of the information \-JaSobtained through obser-

vation of social and other activities.

2.3. Pre-testing
The questionnaires were pre-tested in the three

communities with 50 respondents from the occupational

groups of interest. The result showed that subjects

understood the questions.

2.4. Test of Reliability
Two weeks after the study 50 subjects were re-inter-

viewed with the same questionnaires and they responded the

same way they did during the actual study. This suggests that

the measuring instruments were reliable.
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3. ANALYSIS - Iv1ETHOD~L'KQ.Ql&

Responses ,{ere counted manually and a hand calculator was

used in the statistical work.
In some cases some cells were merged to make the use of chi-

square tests possible, as some of the cells frequeneies fell below 5.
The traders category and the skilled workers' category were merged

under 'skilled worker - trader' while the administrative/professional

and clerical class was merged with the unskilled worker class

(e.g. table 13.1).
The following factors were taken into account in deciding on

which cells to collapse:
a. All traders interviewed and all skilled workers interviewed

were self-employed and were in the modern economic sector.

They were located in the same parts of the towns - i.e,

along the major streets.
b. The administrative/professional ann clerical workers as

well as the unskilled workers were in the employment of

agencies and organizations in the locality. They were

subsets on the same population.UNIV
ERSITY
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4. LIMITATIONS TO THE STUDY

a. Language

As a non-Yoruba speaking researcher in Yoruba speaking areas,

the main problem was how to interact with the respondents. In

in~erviewing the chiefs and the councillors an interpreter was used

since many of them were illiterates. No other method could have been

better because most issues need further exploration through further

questioning and using an interviewer would make this impossible. The

use of an interpreter posed a problem because it was not possible to

involve those interviewed in an informal conversation which would have

revealed certain issues. However, it was possible to interact freely

in a conversational mood with the literates among those interviewed

and this appeared to have filled the gap somehow.

4.2. Use of Interviewers

The main limjtation here is the uniformity that might be lacking

in the way the interviewers explained points to subjects. This may

exert different influences on.respondents with respect to answering

the same questions.

To solve this problem the questions were translated into

Yoruba so that there would not be the need for interviewers

to explain some questions witn different emphasis and stresses.
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The interviewers were trained and were asked to avoid interpreting the

questions beyond what were put down.

4.3. Culture
There was need to gather information through observation during

my interview with the chiefs and counoillors. As a foreigner with

different cultural background and meaning to most phenomena, the use

of observation was very much limited. This implies that data from

this source may have been inadequate.

4.4. Resources
The Aiyedade community is 40 km away from Ibadan. It costs

N1.40 for a return journey. This costs plus the cost of employing

interviewers put a limit on the intensity of the study, e.g. many

more subjects should have been included in the sample.

To solve this problem the investigator tried to interview

fewer subjects (364) but made sure that the sample was as much

representative of the population as possible.
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CHLPI'EH FIVE

ANALYSIS AND m;SULTS

The results are presented in two sections - Section A and

Section E. Section A is a report of the findings from the interview

with the chiefs and the councillors. Section E deRls with the

findings from the interview of the 364 community members who do

not occupy any formal community offices and 10 persons named as

being very influential by the chiefs, the councillors and the subjects.

SECTION A

1• SOCIAL-ECONOMIc/EDUCl~TION CHAru~CTERISTICS
OF THE CHIEFS AND TEE COUNCILLOHS

1.1. Educational Eackground of the 24 chiefs
and the 12 councillors

Only 6 (25%) of the 24 chiefs intervievred had any formal

education .at all. The remaining 18 (75%) had no education at all.

In contrast all the 12 councillors interviewed (10~~) were educated.

In terms of the quality of the education received, 41% of the

councillors went beyond post-primary and 25% had post-secondary

education respectively. The 25% of the 24 chiefs who had formal

education reached only primary school.
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1.2. Membership of Local Voluntary
Organizations or Associations

c 10 chiefs (41.~/o) were found to be members of some voluntary
associations in the Aiyedade community. The Onikoyi was found to

be a member and the chairman of the 'Oredegbe Society' at Ikoyi. It

was observed. that the society is basically a friendship society

which has as its main objective, ~he giving of mutual support and help

to members during times of need. The Alapomu was found to be a member

and the chairman of a Muslim religious group called ttAnsar-Ud-Deen".

8 other chiefs were found to be members of other voluntary organizations.

8 (66. ~/o) of the councillors were found to be members of a "Star

Recreation C'Lub" at Ek.ire , The cLub YJ:!:'ovidesrecreational facilities to

its members. Membership of the club appears to be restricted in the

sense that it is subject to the payment of yearly subscriptionse The

members include mostly senior workers in the Aiyedade community.

1.3. Occupational Background of the
Chiefs and the Councillors

The chiefs (24) and the councillors (12) interviewed combined

their formal offices with other occupations. (71%) of the chiefs said

they were farmers, four? (16.~/o) were traders and two, (8.3%) said they

were businessmen and one, (4%) said he was a local court judge.
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The Alapomu of Apomu was n clerical officer in the Ministry

of Local Government before ascending to the throne.

Two (16.~~) of the councillors said they were farmers.
At the time of the interview one of them was getting ready to travel

to Europe to negotiate for the purchnse of agricultural machinery.

The researcher met him at the central revenue office arranging for his

tax clearance certificate for the purpose of the intended trip. This

suggests that'he is a prosperous farmer. Two, (16.~~) of the

councillors were drug sellers, 6 (5~~)were tradets and three, (25%)
were dealers in timber products. The chairman of the local government

council was legal practitioner and he had his chambers at Ife (Oyo State).

1.4.

Five, (20.8%) of the 24 chiefs interviewed said they were members

of the local branch of the farmers co-operative society. The two

councillors who said they were farmers also belonged to the farmers

co-operative movement and one of them said he was a member of the 'Jagun

Group Farmers Union'.

1.5. Financial Standing

The sub-chiefs complained bitterly about the poor salaries they

received. Information from the Irewole Local Council treasury showed

that the Paramount Chiefs (Obas) were paid relatively high salaries

ranging between ~1,832 - N3,385 per annum as compared
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with the sub-chiefs who were placed on salaries r~~ging between

N121 - N882 per annum (according to seniority). The ordinary

councillors were placed on fixed monthly allowances of

R100 i.e. N1,200 per annum. Suporvisory councillors who

were full-time councillors in charge of education, works and

health were on a salaries of w4,800 per annum. The chairman of

the council earned N6,ooO per annum.

1.6. Political Affiliations
All the 12 councillors interviewed showed great interest in

politics and boasted of having liliks with top politicians at

both the state and national levels. The dominant political party

in the locality is the Unity Party of Nigeria. Information

indicated that one of the councillors was elected into the

Oyo-State House of Assembly on UPN ticket.
The chiefs claimed they were prevented from partisan

politics because of the position they occupy in society. They

however maintained they have good rolations with politicians of

all political leanings and they were visited by highly placed

p~litical leaders in the country.
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2. THE ROLE OF THE CHIEFS AND THE
COUNCILLORS IN THE LOCAL
ADl\i[INISTRli.TION

The chiefs and councillors were asked a series of questions

that would lead to understanding their relative positions and

roles in the administration of the area.

2.1 Decision-making for the
General Comnunity

The chiefs and the councillors were asked to say whether

or not the Irewole Local Government Council and the Chieftaincy

Committee were two different decision-makir~ bodies and to give

reasons for their answers.

All the 12 councillors (1007&) interviewed said that the

two institutions were different decision-making bodies. Both

groups stressed that while the local government council is

concerned with policies and aclL:linistrativematters of the

community, the Obas' councils and the chieftaincy committee

are concerned with Chieftaincy matters such as succession

disputes, enstoolQent, destoolment, etc. and the settlement of

minor disputes between community members.

All the chiefs claimed that they play no part in making

policies and decisions for the general eommunity. The Alapomu

has this to say "civilization and polities have taken away the

influence of the Obas". ~r <!biei, the Onikoyi of Ikoyi

said this: "My own opinion about the role of chiefs in the
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local administration is that the chiefs are on lookers. No

participation, no nothing, the councilmen appear to be lords,

they decide and give us information".

While the chiefs attributed all the power of community

decision-making to the councillors, the councillors said they had

no power. This information was revealed in a question put to both

groups: "If there are any deficiencies in the policies and

administration of this locality would you say this must be blamed

on the chiefs or councillors or both?" They were asked to gi.ve tre ir

reasons.

The chiefs said the councillors controlled the purse and pOlicy

and so they should be blamed. One councillor's atatement sunmarises

the position. of the coumillors on this issue. He said "you cannot

blame us, you cannot blane the chiefs. Wethe councillors just don't

have the power. Wework aocordi.ng to central government directives".

According to him it is ene thing making decisions and it is another

thing having the power to imp:ement the decisions made. He said

while they were not .gtven the im,tiati ve to make the decisions since

the decisions they made fell.wi thit a framework worked out by the

central government, the implementation of their decisions was in the

hands of the councils admi~~tiva elws. against whomthey, the

councillors were powerless.
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Two of the chiefs (sub-chiefs), one at Apomu and one at Ikoyi

were councillors in the now dissolved local government council.

They served on many of the council's committees. One of the two

chiefs was the Balogun of Ikoyi town, he said he was a petty trader.

During his tenure of office as councillors, he served on the

'Education Committee', 'Finance Committee~ 'General Purpose Committee',

and the Health Committee. The other, a sub-chief at Apomu who said

he was a businessman, served on two committees - Finance and Health

Committees. These two men therefore have working knowledge of the

council. They, like the other chiefs9 said the council is more involved

in making decisions that affect the general community than the

chieftaincy institution. The chiefs concluded that the chief is now
reduced to reporting the needs of the community to the councillors.

As to whether or not the new decision-making arrangement has affected

their standing in the community, the chiefs replied 'yes'. They said

in their present position they were not better placed than any citizen
with regard to decision-making and implementation and this directly

affects their status.

The following question was put to both the councillors and the

chiefs. "In your opinion which of the following two institutions

are the people living here more familiar with?

1• Chieftaincy

20 Local. Governmen t Counoil~
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All the councillors except one said the subjects were

more familiar with the council system. The only councillor with

a different view said the subjects "understand almost nothing".

All the 24 chiefs said the subjects were more familiar with

the chieftaincy system and understood its functions better.

Bobl; groups claimed all classes of people irrespective of their

education and occupation consult tb&.m with their problems. This

seems to rontradict the earlier claim by the chiefs that the

co:mcil has taken all their powers.

During the study ther9 was an occasion for installing a

chie::~at Apomu. This researcher, with the permission of the

Alaromu had the oppor-tuni ty to watch the proceedings. The

:esea;chert s interest was focused 0I'. a~tena.ance and the persons

that ~ttended. Only a few hundreds, about 200 persons were in

at bendence, Those present were mostly illiterates. .All the

sub-chi~fs attended but there was the conspicous absence of

other comnunity leaders, i.e. the non-traditional leaders.

2.2 T!i Impact of th" Individual
L9aders on Council Decisions

To gat this information each cilief· and rouncillor

interview~d was asked to name two councillors of the lrewole

Local Governtent Council who have great influence on decisions

reached by th~ council.
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The names given were compiled according to whe ther they were

given by the chiefs or by the councillorso The total number of

persons indicating that a particular individual councillor had

great influence on decisions reached by the council has been

shown in the last column of table 6~ appendix A:3. Two things

were observed - the individual councillors impact on decisions

and the pattern of naming persons with influence on decisions.

(i) Impact of the Individual
Councillors on Council's
Decisions

In this analysis all the 28 councillors who rerved on the

now dissolved Lrewo Le Local Government Council were considered.

The 28 councillors were drawn from the council areas as follows:

Ikire (9), Apomu (4), Ikoyi (4)
and Gbonga (4), and Odeomu (4).
Orile-Owu(3) •

Out of the 28 councillors, 19 (67 .•85%) wer-e named as persons

having great influence on decisions made by the council. The

chairman of the local government council was named by 15 persons,

six chiefs and 9 councillors. Two supervisory councillors were

named three times each among the chiefs and two times each among the

councillors. This analysis suggests that the chairman dominated

most of the deaisions that might have 1>wn reached by the council.
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(ii) Pattern of Nandng

The ohiefs 'and the councd.Lkozswere drawn from only three

of the six colIlDlililitiesunder the administration of the Irewole

Looal Governmentcouncil but they namedpersons from the other

council areas, i.e. Gbongan,Odeomuand OrUe-Owu. This suggests

that the persons identified as having great. impact on decisions

were not so identified because of their ethnic connections with the

chiefs and councillors interviewed.

The chiefs tend to mention the same persons as the councillors.

This indicates that someof the chiefs have insight into decision-

making in the councf.L•. It also points to a fact that the chiefs

could maketheir voioes heard through somecouncl.llors.

SElCTIONB

This section presents data on selected demographic

characteriStics of the subjects interviewed and the results of the

interview ","i th the subjects on their perception of the traditional

and the non-traditional le~der~hj~ structures and institutions in

the Aiyedade community.
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1. SELECTED DEM:lGRAPHIC CH..A.RAarERISTICS
OF TEE REsroNDENTS

1.1 Resident Status

Table 7 (appendix A:3) shows the distribution of the

respondents by their resident status. Of the 364 subjects

interviewed 77.1/0 were persons born and bred and staying in tb3

oU;yedadecommunity. Only 2.2% were born and bred in the oOmmunity

but lived eJ.sowhere. 11.afo were immigrant woIkers living in the

a:rea and g:j, were immigrants whohave settled permanently in the

area, Only one (O.,;b) was a visitor.

Of the 43 subjects interviewed at Apomu74.~ were madeup

of incU,gensresident in the town, 4.3% non-resident indigens,

12.9%imigrant workers and 8.6% settled immigrant.

those interviewed at Ikire were resident indigene, 1.4%were non-

resi{lent indigene, 9.7% were immigrant workers, 8.8% were settled

immigrants, only one (.5%) was a visitor •. At Ikoyi, 76.4% of t40se

interviewed were indigene resident in the town, one or 1.fS/o was

non..•resident indigen, 18.2%were immigrant woIkers and only two or

4%were settled immigrants.

1.2 ~eligious Composition

Table 8 (appendix A:3) shows the religious composition of the

~tal sample (364). 68.1% of respondents were muslims, 22.8%.
christians and 9.17~bel.o:n€edtQ. ~ ~llg:ions.
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69.9.% of the 95 subjects interviewed at Apomuwere muslims,

22.6% were christians and only 7.5% said they belonged to other

religions. At Ikire, the subjects interviewed were made up of

69.4% muslims, 20.8% christians and 9.7% belonged to other religions.

Of the 55 subjects interviewed at Ikoyi, 60% were muslims, 3O.9~

christians and 9.1% belonged to other religions.

1.3 Educational Background

56.6% of the 364 re'spondents had no education at all, 22.5%

had primary school education, 11.r:f!o received post primary education

and 9% received some post secondary education.

63.4% of the 93 subjects interviewed at Apomuhad no formal

education at all, 22.6% received primary school education, only

7•.5% and 6.5% finished post primary and received some post

secondary education respectively.

Of the 216 subjects interviewed at Ikire, 55.1% had no

formal education at all, 21.8% finished primary school, 13.4%

received post primary education and only 9.1% had some post

secondary education.

At Ikoyi, 55 subjects were interviewed of which 50.1% had no

formal education, 28.5% finished primary school, 10.9% received

post primary education and 12.7% received some post secondary

education (table 9, appendix A:3).
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2. stJBJECTSKNOWLEDGEOFTHE

LOCALPOLITICALSYSTEr.i

..: .........•.~.. -..- ..

Three questions were designed to explore the community member1s

knowledge of the local political system and of the personnel involved

in the local administration.

Five hypotheses were developed to determine whether or not

community members understanding of the Loc al, political system

was dependent on their occupations and the forms of education they

received.

2.1 Question:

In your opinion which of the following authorities is

actually managing the affairs of this locality?

1. The Irewole Local Government Council (ILGC)

2. ~e Obas' Councils (The Ilu);

3. Both 11' and '21 above.

4. Others (specify)

2.2 Hypctheses:

(i) Subjects opinions as to which authority is

respOnsible for the local administration will

depend on whether or not they received some

formal education.

(ii) Subjects' Qfpi.n:ionsas to which authority 18

rP.SP)~~~~ ror th~ local adDinistration will

depend on their occupatd.cna,.
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Tahle 10.2 (appendix A:3) shows that the hypothesis that subjects'

opinion as to whether it is the local government councilor the Obas'

councils or both that are responsible for the administration of the

Aiyedade community will depend on their level of education~s not

statistically supported by the data (0.304. P.(..0.50).
It will be observed from table 1051 and 10.2 that irrespective

of the form of education received, over 6~A of the respondents felt

that it was either the local government councilor the Obas' councils

which wexe responsible for the local administration. Only a few of

those with and those without any formal education (20.~,% and 16.91~

respectively) felt that the Aiyedan~ C:~unity was under a joint

administration of the local government council and the Obas'
councils. But the majority in each case (37.3.% of those with formal

and 45.6 % of those without formal education) indicated that the

local government council was in charge of the local administration.

The hypothesis that subjects opinions as ~ which authority

is responsible for the local administration will depend on their

occupations is also not supported by the statistical analysis

(0.10<P~0.20, table 10.1 appendix A:3).
It will be observed from table 10.1 that while majority of the

farmers (44.67%) and the administrative - clerical class (37.5%)
indicated that local administrfl.tio:Q.is the.l!'egponsibilityof the
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local government council, majority of the skilled worker -

trader class (41..25%) said the Obast councils were responsible for

the local administration.

2.3 ~uestion:

Amongwhich of the following grou.ps of leaders in this

community can one find the most powerful leaders who have

strong voice in the affairs of this town?

1. Chiefs

2. Councillors

3. Both the cbiefs and the councillors

4. Others (specify).

2.4 Hypothesis

(iii) There will be a signifi-cant <tifferen-ce among

the occupational groups in their conceptions

as to whether the chiefs or the councillors or

any others are the most powerful leaders with

strong voice in community affairs.

(i v) ~ere will be a significant difference between

those with and those without formal education in

their conceptions as to ,.•hether the chiefs or the

councillors or any others are too most poweriul

with s.trong"Wi-oo !irl- ~maumi ~ a.f:fairs.
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(v) Whether or not subjects perceive the chiefs or the

councillors or any others as powerful leaders with

strong voice in comnunity affairs will depend on

whether or not that group is identified as being

responsible for the local administration.

Tho study shows that the differences among the different occupational

groups and between those with and those without formal education in

their conceptions as to whether the chiefs or the councillors or any

others ar~ powerful and have strang voice in community affairs are

statistically significant (.02~P~O.05 and p~O.001 respectively,

tables 11.1 and 11.2 appendix A:3).

A breakdown of the responses among the occupational groups

shows that majority of the farmers (38.1%)and majority of the

administrative-unskilled worker class (38%) identified the chiefs

as the most powerful with~rong voice in community affairs.

However, while 32% of the administrative - unskilled worker class

said both the chiefs and the councillors were powerful, less

(26.6%) of the farmers said both the chiefsmd the councillors

had power and strong voice in the affairs of the Aiyedade community.

In contrast to the stand of the farmers and the administrative-

unskilled worker class, majority of the skilled worker - trader

class (38.75%)said the councillors -were the most powerful with
strong voice in comrrnmity affairs.. Only-18 ••75% of toom said both
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tho councillors and the chi.ers wore poworf'ul, with strong voice in

the affairs of the Aiyedade community •.

The hypothesis that vlhetilor or not the subjects perceive the

chiefs or the councillors or roy others as powerful with strong

voLce in the affairs of tho cotarurrity \vill depend on whether or not

that group is identifi8d as be:ng responsible for the local adminis-

tration was not statistically supported by the findings

(0.20.c:::. PA(, 0.30, table 11.3, t.ppendixA:3).

I t could be 0bsorve d horn table 11.3 that only 29.6;1, of the

135 subjects who identified the chiefs as the most powerful with

strong voice in oomaurrity a.ffairs said the Obas' councils managed

the affairs of the e0:rnmunity. 40.??b of the 112 subjects who said

the chiefs were powerful identified the lrewole local government

council with tho actual L1anogemen~of the affairs of the community.

The findings (table 10.1 to 11.3) suggest that the members of

the Aiyedade community could distil\guish between the functions of the

local governm8nt council and other ~nsti tutions in the communi.ty,

The findings also suggest that social power and Lnf'Luerico in the

Aiyedad8 community does not necessarily go with administrative

authority. These findings are supported ~ tho findings on table 11.4

and 11.5 (appendix A:3). It will be observod~roL1 table 11.4 that

majord ty of the respondents (39.61) said the chi~s had more say in

the way things happen in the CO l:lmunity. And yet m~i ty of
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respondents (34.9%, tab~a 11.5) claimed also that decisions as to

what projects were needed in the community were the responsibility

of the councillors.

The fmdin€B on the subjects perception of the local

poIi tical systern and the men involved in the local ~li tical system

(i.e. that the omefs have a share in decisions that affect the

community) contradicts what the chiefs said about their own position).

The chiefs consider themselves as playing no important role in the

local administration.

One possible deduction that can be made from what the

chiefs said and what the subjects said is that either the

subjects do not understand the local poIi tical system or that the

whittling away Qf the chiefts powers has not taken full effect.

But it appears ~he chiefs still enjoy some social p:lwer which the

subjects are aw~ of.

3. ACCESSIBILITY OF THE CHIEFS AJIll)
THE COUNCILlf)RS TO MEMBERS OF THE
AIYEDADE CO~fITY

Two questions were designed to explore the nature and extent

of interaction betweQn the comaurrlty members and the two types of

leadership groups in the community.

Twohypothesis were developed to determine whe~her or not

edQ.cation and occupation have influence on the pattern of
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interaction between the community membersand the leadership groups.

A third hypothesis ''Ias developed to explore the relationship between

the leadership groups and, the subjects in connection With conmn.mity

decis ion making.

3.1 ,Suestion:

Please tell me which of the following groups in this

community you meet ei thar more frequently or can have

contact with :regularly and more easily.

1. The Chiefs

2. The councillo rs

3. All of than (i.e. both chiefs and councillo rs )

4. Noneof +hcm (i.e. neither the chiefs nor

the councillors).

3.2 Hypotheses

(i) There is no significant difference among the

occupational groups in their preference of types

of leaders they interact with.

(ii) There i5 no signi.:fiean.t difference. between those

with and those l'lithout formal education in their

preference for the types of leaders they interact

wi'th.
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That there is no significant difference among the occupational

groups in their preference of types of leaders they interact with

is statistically supported by the data (O.05~P<:.10, table 12.1

appendix A:3).

Table 12.1 shows that while majority of farmers (32.7~~)

interact more with chiefs, majority of skilled workers and traders

(38.75%) and majority of the administrative and unskilled workers

(42.5%) interact more with councillors. But there is an indication

that more farmers (25%) than skilled workers and traders (18.75%)

&~d the administrative and unskilled workers (12.5%) interact with

either leadership.

The hypothesis that there is no significant difference between

those with and those without formal education in their preference for
the types of leaders they interact with a rejected (O.02~P~O.05,

table 12.2 appendix A:3)o

It will be noticed that majority of those who have received formal

education (39.~~) interact more with the councillors than with the

chiefs. In contrast, majority of those who had no formal education

(36.4%) interact more with the chiefs than with the councillors.

Given that 75% of the chiefs in the Aiyedade community had no formal

education (table 5, appendix A:3) we can conclude from the present

finding that there is a relationship between a person's

education and the persons he may interact with. In the Aiyedade
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community those without formal education were tQ1IDdto be more likely

to interact with the chiefs than with the councillors.

3.3 C41estion:

Wouldyou say you can inf'luence or have a say in the

decisions the leaders in this town make and imuement

for the progress of the general community1

3.4 Hypothes~

(iii) The distribution of respondents by their

preference for the type of leaders they

interact with is independent of their

distribution by their opinions as tQ whether

they can influence Qecision madeby the leaders.

Tables 15.1 and 13.2 (appendix 4:3) showthat the positions of the

respondents as to whether or not they could influE;nce decisions made

by the leaders in the communitywere independent of their occupation

and their education (0. 70~ P L C.80 and 0.30 c: P..c:::.. 0.50 respectively).

But the hypothesis that the distr1b-uti.on of respondents by their

preferences for leadership types they interacted with is independent

of their distributtan by their opinions as to whether they could

influence decis ions is l'9j~ted. (p <:.. .rot, table 13.3 appendix A:3).
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An analysis of table 13.3 will show that 36.T~ of those who

have access to the chiefs only, said they oould not influence

deoisions compared with 58.~1oof those who have access to both councillors

and chiefs. From this it can be concluded that more people will look for-

ward to a councillor than to a chief if and when they want to

influence decisions.

4. SU]3JECTS PERCEPI'ION OF THE CONCERN OF
THE CmEFS AND THE COUNCILLORS TOV1ARD
COMr1UNITY PROBLEl1S

4.1. Chiefs

The respondents were asked to indicate whether or not they

considered the chiefs as being concerned with the problems of

the community.

Table 14.2 (appendix A:)) shows that 171 out of 364

(i.e. 47%) of the respondents found the ohiefs helpful in the

solution of general community problems. But 99 out 364 (i.e. 27.~~)
felt chiefs were more concerned with their own problems and 94 out

of 364 (i.e. 25.8%) were not sure. The respondents' views were

however independent of their occupation and education (O.30~P~O.50

and O.30~P~O.50 respectively, tables 14.1 and 14.2).UNIV
ERSITY
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4.2 ..QQ.1glcillors:

The respondents were asked to indicate whether or not the

councilmen listened and attended to their problems. It can be

observed from table 15.1 that majority of the respondents 162

(44.~) felt their problems were listened and attended to by the

councilmen.

Tables 15.1 and 15.2 shows that the respondents opinions as to

whether the councilmen listened and attended to their problems were

contigent on their occupation but not on whether Or not they had
formal education (0.001 ~ p,,-O.01 and 0.20.c:::::.PL 0.30 res~ctively).

It Will be observed from table 15.1 that while majority of the

occupational groups except the skilled workers said the councilmen

listened and attended to their p~oblems, majority of the skilled

workers (59.4J~) said the councilmen did not care about the problems

of people like them.

5 •.- SUBJECTS" PERCEPTION OF SO~
SELECTED SOURCES OF SOCIAL
POWER

5.1- Kinship and J!'tlendshipAffi~~.ation:

Tables 16.1 and 16.2 (appendix A:3) show the distribution of

opinions on the vi.ew-that come families and aome people in the

Aiyedade community thoUght leadership was tha prarogative of their

kins and friends.
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It ltill be observed from table 16.1 that majority of the

re sponderrte (49.2%)was of the opinion that somefamilies in the

community think of Leadership as their prerogative. The findings

further show that respondents' opinions were not conti gent on their

occupations or the form of education they received (0.05..t:.. P L..0.10

and O.20L P.L.0.30 respectivelY).

5.2 Education:

It will be observed from table 17.1 that a high percentage

(54.1~) of the subjects preferred educated leadership to non-

educated leadership. The statement they reacted to was, "today

leadership in this town must be given to the educated ones,

il11 terates or uneducated people cannot lead us in these modern

times". Table 17.1 and 17.2 show that subject~ responses to this

question ~rerenot dependent on their occupations or whether or not

they were educated (0.70.L P 4.. 0.80 and 0.90 -c, P~ 0.95 respectively).

5.3 Other Sources of Social
Power. e .g. Wealth

The approach to getting this information waSindirect.

10 citizens in the Aiyedade communitywhowere neither ciliefa nor

councillors and whoheld no positions in either governmentor

quasi-government establishments were interviewed by the investigator

to collect information on their ages, levels of education, occupations,

and income."
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The 10ci'tizens were selected through questions designed

and included. in the interview schedules addressed to the chiefs

and the ootlIloillors and the questionnaires to the oomnnmity

IISmbers.

1. Rstions Addressed to S'ab!ects;

N~ one or two very ver:r influential people you know

pe'l'SOnallyin this town. Please give the most popular

n~s with which everybody 1n this town knows them.

i. Narne of the influential person ••••••••••••••••••

ti. Address: HouseNo./Nameof the part of

this town where he stays (eomponnd/work

place.

iii. Profession if atrY ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

iv. Nature of work ••.•••.•••••••• ·0 •••• ~ ••••••••••••••

The question addressed to ~he membersof the Aiyedade conmunity

was designed in the first :place to explo~ the relative positions,

.111 wrms of popularity, ~t the traditional offioe holders

(chiefs)" non-tradi tional office holders and non-formal office

leaders, and secondly to identify local influentials without fonnal

offices for interview.
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The names were compiled, grouped and counted* •. The

results are shown below (table 18).

Table 18

An index of the Popularity of the Traditional,
Non-traditional and Non-tornal Office Holders
In the iuyedade Cornnunity

Towns Traditional Non- Non- Total
Tradi tional Formal

.Apomu 40 - -- 10 75~)

( 53.35b) (33.~,h) (13.3jb) ( 100I~)

Ikire 41 95 54 190
( 21.6%) I ( 50/S) ( 28.4~~) ( 100;0)

Ikoyi 32 25 20 I 71
(41.6%) ( 32.55~) (25. 9~s) (10~)

Total 113 145 84 342
(33%) (42.4%) (24.6») ( 100%),

*Many of the names were repeated and the
counting of nanes was done irrespective
of the number of times a particular nane
recurred.
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Table 18 shows that of the 342 names oompiled chiefs' names

appeared 113 times (:~~) ,office holders in the local government

and other agencies ·154 (42.4%) andnon-tormal office lx>lders 84

(24.6%)• While at Apomuand Ikoyi chiefs' names appeared most

often than others, at Ikire, the ~s of office holders in the

local govemment and:other agencies appeared most often than the

names of ohiefs and others. This reflects the status of Ildre as

the administrative centre of the Aiyedade commUnity. This status

makes the population of Ila:1reto be elitist in character.

These findings se~1I1to suggest that holding of fomal

offices enhances an ind.;trl.dua.lS -position of being knownand

identified as a leader in the Aiyedade communi~ This deduction

is supported by ~ d the findings in the stu:ly. In all eaaee-

whelle respondents had to make choices that had implications for the

positions of leaders in the community, the respondento tended to say

that either the chiefs or the oouncillors rather than others have much

influence and power in the community(see tables 10.1 to 11.3).

2. Question Addressed to
Councillp ra and Chiefs:

Please naJOOtwo -persons whQ are neither councillors

nor chiefs and whomyou consider as. very vers

influential in this ornmmmdty?
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i. Name of the influential person

ii. Address: Home No_/Name of this town where

he stays (compound)/work place

iii. Profession if any

iv. Nature of work.

The names given by the chiefs and the councillors were compiled and

grouped according to whether the nominees held formal office or not.

The names of the non-formal office holders given by the chiefs,

the councillors and the communi t;v-members were compared. 10 persons

whose names appeared in each case among the chiefs, councillors and

community members were selected.

The 10 nominees were interviewed to obtain information on their

ages, sex, level of education, occupation and income.

The results are shown on tables 19.1 to 19.3 below.

Table 19.1

Age and Sex Distr~bution of selected local
Influentials in the Aiyedade Community

.Age Group Male Female Total
(Years)

Under 25 0 0 0

26 - 35 2 1 3
( '3(010)

36 - 45 5 0 5
( 1)090)

-
(1~1o)46 •.55 1 0

56 and above 1 0 1
(10%)

Total 9 1 10
( 10(010)
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Table 19.1 shows that majority of the persons interviewed fell

in the age group 36 - 45 years.

Table 19.2

Distribution of selected local Influentials'in Aiyedade
Ey Level of Education

Education Number %
No'Formal Education 0 0
Some Primary Education 1 10
Some Secondary School 4 40Education

~--.. _.-- ---.

Post Secondary Education 5 50
University Level 0 0Education

Total :10 100

It may be observed from table 19.2 that majority of the

identified local influentials went beyond secondary education.
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Table 19.3

Distribution of Selected Local Influential in
Aiyedade

By Incomes

Income Per Month Number %

~300 - N400 3 30
N401 - N500 4 40 ,

~501 - ~600 2 20
N601 - ~700 , 1 10
Total 10 100

(T.

x = i'if460-.35
Table 19.3 shows that majority of the non-formal office

holders identified as very influential (4~6) earn between

N401 - N500. The X income of the non-formal office holders

interviewed was found to be N460.35. This is comparable to the

monthly salaries of middle level senior public servants in Nigeria.

This level of income affords some degree of affluent style of

living.
Six of the identified local .in.f:luent.iaJ.&without furmaJ.

offices own businesses employing between 50 - 100 workers.
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CHAPI'ER SIX

DISCUSSION fiND CONCLUSION

DISCUSSION

Two groups of people were studied in the Aiyedade Community -

(1) community leaders: traditiona19 non-traditional and informal,

and (2) corrununitymembers. The results have been presented in sections

A and B, Chapter Five, of this study. Because of the interrelated

nature of the study, this chapter combines the results presented in

Sections A and B of Chapter Five.

The study has provided an objective data on the leadership

groups and their popularity with the members of the Aiyedade·

community. It has also given information on how the different

occupational groups and, those with and those without formal

education identify themselves with two main leadership structures

(the traditional and the non-traditional) in thG community.

Over 7~/oof the community members interviewed were indigens

resident in Aiyedade. This gives some validity to their views on

the types of leaders in the community.
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1. Leadership Groups

The investigator grouped the community leaders into three

categories as follows:

i. Formal traditional leaders.

ii. Formal Non-traditional leaders.

iii. Informal leaders.
The study shows that in the Aiyedade Community we can talk

of two leadership structures, a traditional and a non-traditional,

in so far as the two have not been integrated into a single decision-

making machinery. This is because a community's power structure is

defined in terms of those who set the policy of the community

on line (see page 36). Those who set a community's policy on

line could be the appointed officials (bureaucrats) or

influential persons outside the buxeaucracyor both. Whoever

sets a community's policy on line is described as a power leader

(Banfield and Wilson, 1971}. Where the bureaucrats are not the

power leaders, they are said to be carrying out the policies of

top influentials acting behind the scenes. Nix (1969) calls the

top influentials 'legitimizers'. The 'legitimizers' are

described as the employers of the bureaucrats. Though the

traditional leaders were not found to be formally vested with
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the powe r to make decisions for the community they regard themselves

as having the legitimate right to do so.
The concept of a traditional and a non-traditional leadership

~ used by this investigator has brought out clearly, a way of

exploring the relationship between the two in terms of who sets a

community's policy on line. It has made this study a contrast to
the studies conducted by Adeyele at Ikire (1977) and Edozien at

Ikoyi (1978). Both investigators tended to see leadership in.these

two communities in terms of traditional leadership structures only.

From this perspective Edozien (1978) saw the weakness of the leader-

ship at Ikoyi as due to 'changing values'. This investigator

attributes it to the emergence of another leadership.
The emergence of a non-traditional leadership in addition to

the existing traditional one may have led to a divided loyalty

among the community members to the two types of leadership. The

study shows that at Apomu and Ikoyi majority of the respondents

identified chiefs as more influential in the community than non-

chiefs. However, at Ikire, the respondents considered non-chiefs

occupying non-traditional offices as more influential in the

community than the chiefs (table 18, page 85). Ikire is the

administrative headquarters of the Aiyedade community. Apart from

the population of Ikire being more elitist in character than that

of Apomu and Ikoyi, it also has the largest population of persons
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working in senior positions who m~, like the chiefs, be considered

as leaders. This suggests that the status of traditional leaders

as the sole leaders is op.en to more serious competition at Ikire

than at Apomu and Ikoyi.

Farther, the study suggests that in Aiyedade, formal leaders

(traditional and non-traditional) are more popular than informal

leaders. Given that the sources of social power are authority and

influence, the latter of which derives from such variables as

personal qualities and access to scarce resources (See Page 36 ),
one could account for the relative unpopularity of informal

leaders as due to their insignificance in numbers.

The mean income of the identified informal leaders was found

to be N460.35 per month. This La .comparatively high .considering

that the per capital income of Nigeria is around N50.00 (Oluwande,

1976). Six, (6&~) of the 10 informal leaders interviewed own

businesses employing people. Social power has been defined in terms

of the capacity to determine the action of others (Nix, 1969), and

persons who identify others as leaders look for this capadity

(Presthus, 1971). It may be that because of the economic structure

of Aiyedade, there are not many such people with the resources that

will enable them to build the desired influence. This suggests that

community workers to a large extent would have to work through formal

leaders to mobilize the A~dade community members.
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2. The Power Leaders and the Leadership
structure of Aiyedade

From the theoretical level, this researcher has been unable

to describe the traditional leaders as the power leaders of Aiyedade.

In the first place the traditional leaders were found to be payees of

the lrewole Local Government Council. They are therefore neither the

employers of the Council Officials nor any other officials functioning

in any of the establishments in the oommunity. This is contrary to

the proposi t10n that the legi timizers or the top community

influentials whom Banfield and Wilson (1971) identified as the

power leaders, are business magnatea Who employ the bureaucrats

(Nix et al., 1977). In the ~econd place the traditional leaders

themselves described the council officials as the persons having

the power to make important d~cisions that affect the general

COmmunity. The chiefs indica~ed that the present political and

administrative arrangements made them no better than their subjects

in terms of functioning as decision-makers for the general

community. It will be interesting to note Oba Oyekan II's*

reaction to this state of affairs.

Oba Oyekan II was reported to have said that Obas should

be called "traditional keepers of customs instead of rulers".

lIe noted:

---------~.. -------------------- •.••...-----------------------

*Oba Oyekan II is the Oba of Lagos.
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Before, traditional rulers were regarded

as abov~ other citizens in their dODain

and they served at the head of the local

councils. But now, they are no longer

competent to decide who should be chief

not to talk of whom to honour with a

title (Daily Times, March 17, 1980).

This supports the conclusion that the traditional leaders do not

foro part of the decision-naking machinery and that they are not

the power leaders.

The study however, suggests that the traditional leaders can

influence decisions. Table fo, (appendix ~), shows that some of

the chiefs and Obas are familiar with the councillors. They

also tend to mention the same names as the councillors studied

did when tbey were asked to indicate which of the council

members had great influence on decisions. However, from the

infornation available it is doubtful if the traditional leaders
will be very effective in influencing the decisions of the coun ci.L,

One finding ShO"1S that subjects who claimed to have access to

the traditional ruling structure are not likely to be connected with

decisions made in the comounity (table 14.3, appendix i). It may

be becaUse, subjects' interaction or contact with leaders is

personal rather than for (lecision-Daking reasons.

But in view of the fact that majority of the subjects, 170
(46.7% of 364) claimed they oau}d inf1uenoe decision&~ ~t can be
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do npt have contact (direct'J.y or indirectly) with the

decision-makers. In both caseS if the chiefs were the most

powerful with strong voice in eommunityaffairs, majority of

subjects who interact with chiefs should be in a position to

influence decisions. The finding is contrary to this. Of the

120 subjects who claimed they ~teracted with the chiefs,

44 (36.7%) said they could.not and 36 (30%) were not s.ure they

could influence decisions made~n the community.

Commmity}1embersPreference For
Types of Leadership in ,Aiyedade:,

The study shows that the e~ucation of the communitymembers

is likely to determine their ass~iation with the leadership

types in the commurlity. It was otserved that while all the

councillors (non-traditional lea~s) had some formal Qducat~on,

7%' of the chiefs had no formal eC'ucationat all (table 6,

appendix '3). This inforoation sU€gests that illiterates find

illi terate leaders accessible. Tbis raises a question: Is

finding leaders accessible a tunotion of education? This

question needs further explor3tion.

Thoughsubjects interacuion with leaders was found to be

independent of their occupatiQn, ~ b~akdown of the responses

shows somedifferences. The highe~t p&rcent~ or- t'~l.'6 32.TI%

said they had access to the ehi.efa. In 1):Jntrast, the higheltt
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percentage of the skilled worker-trader and adcinistrative-unskilled

worker categories (38.75% and 42.5% respectively) have access to the

councillors.

It has been observed from the study that the chiefs are not

the power leaders in the Aiyedade community. But one interesting

finding shows that majority of the subjects (37.1% of 364) still

regard the chiefs as the most powerful leaders with strong voice in

communi ty affairs. Thi~ might be due to subjects lack of under-

standing of the local political system and of the extent to

which the chiefs (traditional lead~rs) and the oouncillors
(non-traditional leaders) are involved in the 100al political system.

This might lead community workers who see leadership in terms of

what community members t.bi.llk without regard to the power position

to initiative programmes with and through a popular but a power-

less leadership. However, for community work purposes leaders

are used not only because they are popular and they can
communicate with the community members but also because they have

the power (Ross, 1967).

The study suggests reasons for majority of the subjects

identifying the chiefs as poweri'ul in eomtnmi, ty affairs. Education

may be considered as a source of social power. Education has an
int~c value in that it helps to develop the intellect and world-

view of the educant.. It also has an instrumental value in that

it opens lucrative job opportunities for the educant - all of
whi ch enhance- 8Il ind.:i..v1.duaJ."s, ohanoe a of ..get-ting.acceas to scarce
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resources. As majority of the chiefs ~n the Aiyedade community

(75%) were found to have no education at all, they stand the chance

to lose in this one seemingly important source of social power.

The study shows that majority of the respondents (54.1%) s~s

formal education as a prerequisite for effective leadership
\

these days. However, it is interesting to note that though majority

of the chiefs did not have any formal education, the chief is

popular with some community members. Also, the study suggests

that community members without any formal education may find the

chiefs more accessible than the councillors.

The study suggests that the popularity of the chiefs may not

be explained in terms of their kinship relations with community

members. Many of the respondents 179 (49.2% of 364) were of the

opinion that some families in the community think that leadership

is their prerogative. This may be an expression of some

opposition to leadership based on descent, kins and the like.

This finding is contrary to the view that societies in the non-

industrialised countries and especially, rural comnlunitjes

are closely - Knit Kinship Systems (Ross, 1967). And in the

opinion of Furillell_-1972)this type of relations makes for

effective traditional leadership ~n the form of fa village

lord' being respected and obeyed by the whole village.

,
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The finding that kinship relations are weakened in

Aiyedade conforms to Panzetta's observation (1972) that as

against a'gemeinschaft' community, the dominant type of

community today is 'gesellschaft' in nature. In

a'gesellschaft' community bonds are formal and explicit and

affection and dependence on one another for survival are rarely

operative. According to Presthus (1971) a striking feature of

the 'gesellschaft' community is plurality of groups and leaders.

This further supports this investigators view that the pnpularity

of the chiefs of Aiyedade may not be explained solely in terms of

their kinship relations with the general community.

Considering that occupation could be a source of social

power, one can, from this study, possibly indicate an area where

the chief is handicapped. Occupation in a large measure

determines an individual's financial standing. The information

on the occupational background of the chiefs and the councillors,

shows that except in one case, the ehairman of the local govern-
, .

ment council, neither the chiefs nor the councillors have an

advantage over the other. Both groups combine their formal

offices with other occupations. The chiefs were predominantly

farmers but two councillors were also found to be farmers.

The councillors were found to be predominantly either traders

or businessmen but among ~~hi€fs ~ ~ound traders and

businessmen also.
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The chairman of the local government council belongs to the

legal profession. Given this information, we can conclude that it is

only the chairman of the local government councilp a member of an all

powerful legal body with a strong bargaining position, that stands

at a clear advantage when it comes to considering occupation as a

source of influence.
While it could be argued that councillorship is a non-pension-

able and temporary office, a reason for which councillors could

engage in other vocations, the same cannot be said of the chiefs
who may hold office for life. But information on the incomes of the

chiefs shows that they cannot afford but be engaged in other vocations.

The study shows that the chiefs who are at the apex of the traditional

ruling structures receive far less in incomes than the chairman of

the local government council who is at the apex of the non-traditional

ruling structures. The essential point on the occupational and

financial standing of the chiefs and the councillors is that the

poor salary of the chief might be an explanation for his engagement

in other vocations.
The poor salaries may throw the chiefs into competition with

othors for scarce resources. This may lead the chieftaincy institu-

tion to lose the pomp, the pageantry and integrity associated with

it. In Ghana, it is observed the chief is corrupt and owes blind

allegiance to the government of the day (Essilfie-Codua, 1980).
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The chiefs of the Aiyedade comrnunity claimed they had no political

affiliations but they work in harmony with people of all political

leanang. This may not help the chief to carve his own identity.

It may also ,pc~nt to the Aiyedade chiefs' predisposition to owing

blind allegiance to the government of the day.
The study shows that unlike the councillors, the chiefs tend to

belong to the same voluntary associ~tions and organization with the

subjects. The councillors tend to belong to clubs which are elitist

in character. This may give the chiefs one advantage over the coun-

cillors. This is because by mingling with their subjects, the chiefs

will be in a position to identify more with the wishes and aspirations

of the people than the councillors will do. This may explain why

subjects without any formal education find the chiefs more accessible

than they find the councillors.
The study then suggests that in spite of such handicaps as

lack of formal education and poor salaries, the chiefs have some

basis for building influence which could be a source of social power.

What is lacking is the authority that will make the chiefs power

leaders in the community. It is arguable that the chiefs have been

dispossessed of this authority by a constitutional arrangement that

does not reflect the socio-economic struoture of communities at the

grassroot level.
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e "~ ,..

This appears to be an artificial arrangement which favours

the non-traditional leaders. In the opinion of this researche~,

this will not aid the development of leadership in the local

community. Secondly it may have some implication for leadership

in the local corumunity.

The leadership in terns of the power to do things nay not

reflect the level of socio-econor.~c and political developnent of

the community. This may ultimately create a situation where

power may be in the hands of persons who are far removed f ron

the aspirations and wishes of the general community because the

leaders may belong to a presunably higher socio-econonic

structure and many of the subjec~s, another, a lower one. ~his

as Alinsky (1957) has suggested rca.ylead to unorganised apathy

on the part of many subjects toward~ participation in community

affairs.

~ Relevance 0 f the Fmdings for
Community Participa1ion Throu~h
Leaders

The riddle that this research waS designed to bring to

light is not to find which leadership structure has power in

the Aiyedade community. The importance of the findings howeve r

is that subjects identify with either the traditional or the

non-traditional leadership whatever tha power and leadershiP

~osition in the community and this needs attention.
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Another important aspect of the findings was that subjects

identified different groups with leadership and they also found

different groups accessible. Given this, one cannot hope to promote

general community participation through only one leadership group.

These findings have implications for local involvement and

participation in community development programmes for health
promotion. For the oowmunity to participate it must first be

mobilized. Specific strategies of community mobilization are

identified under three main models of social change (see table 1,

p. 21). Community organization is one of the three models of

social change. Rothman (1971) described it as the social action

model.
The social action model presupposes that there is a disadvantaged

segment of the population that must be organized to make demands on

the larger community for more resources, equitable treatment etc.

This model is not concerned with the entire community. It aims at

mobilizing only the disadvantaged segment.
Under this model, the power structure of a community is

seen either as lying outside the client system (Rothman, 1971)
or, is in the client system but its decisions work only in the

interest of the power leaders (Khinduk~, 1969). The citizens
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in these circumstances are seen as being powerless to control

or influence the decisions of power leaders. The possible way

the community worker can solve the problems of such a group is

to give it hard information, expertise and financial support and
it would work to direct the attention of the ~ower leaders to its

problems (Lees and Smith, 1977). According to Hodges (1972)
this problem could also he solved through precipitation of

action around life issues and this is where the community worker

can be described as an organizer, an advocate and a broker in

direct confrontation with the authorities.
The important point is that the disadvantage& segment being

organised has leaders but the leaders do not form part of the

leadership structure of the general community.
A second model of social change is community development.

This model presupposes that community change is possible

"through broad participation of a wide range of people at the

grassroot level in goal determination and action" (Rothman, 1971).

Rothman described the power structure where this model is used

as being:
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included within an all embracing conception of

community. All segments of the community are

thought of as part of the client system. Hence,

members of the power structure are considered

to be collaborators in a coomon venture.

Unlike the conmunity action model, the leaders to be identified

under the .')mrnunity development node L form part of the leadership

structure of the client population.

It has been suggested that conmunity health workers should

work with and through the accepted and respected pattern of leader-

ship in the community (Brieger and Adeniyi, 1980). The accepted

and respected pattern of leadership nay be a community council of

elders or chiefs (i.e. traditional leadars), In Aiyedade, the

coomunity practitioners worked through and with the chiefs and

the elders. The problem is that, in the first place, as the

study has shown the traditional leaders do not represent all

interests in the community. Secondly, there are many community

members who are no re associated vdth the non-traditional leaders
than the traditional leaders. Thirdly, as the non-traditional

leaders constitute the main da.ision-making ma.hinery for the whole

cor:ununity, they are in control of the allocation of scarce resources

in the community.
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The study shows that working \Vithand through the traditional

leadership may promote the participation of mostly farmers or mostly

illiterates (tables 13.1 and 13.2 Appendix A:3). This \ViII mean that

there will be less than the expected broad participation of a wide range

of people at the local level. With the powerless leadership and less
than general community participationg community action rather than

community development \ViII have been the ans\Ver. But community based

health education programmes require general participation (see p. 12 to

15).

The educational approach to community mobili~tion indicates

that the felt-needs of the subjects must be the starting point of

the community developm;nt process. This is to be used as a motivating

factor. But as it was indicated in the Aiyedade community, the felt-

needs of the people might be beyond the resources of the people. This

would mean that to start with, certain resources might need to come

from the government machinery. This is whe re a powerless group

identified as leaders by community members may be found wanting
when it comes to moving nthe wheels of gove-.rnment.machinery" to

supply ttJ equi~ents and the resources which the communi~ may need

in order to start work on any cammuni ty programmes.•.
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The concept 0 f traditional and non-traditional leadership

used by this researcher to analyse the leadership position in

Aiyedade has helped to nake some two points clear: It might

be difficult to promote general community participation

through oniy one leadership group in Aiyedade because

resources might be in one hand rather than the other and

neither the one nor the other may command the loyalty of the

general co~unity. Both positions may have implications for

the success of commurrity based programmes. Th~re will be oon-

participation where the laadersbip is unpopul~ but has the

resources. And where a popular but powerless leaders.h:ipis

used the programme will nove to a halt because of lack of

equipments and resources.

The best ,'laythrough which communi.ty workers can secure

general comnunity participation therefore is to work through

both groups of leaders Simultaneously.

This could best be achieved ttrough a formula used by

Nugroho in SUmberlwang, Indonesia (eee appendix .:4). Under

this formula the vil~ administration must be considered as

being under two institutions, the traditional leadership

institution and the local government institution (non-traditional

leadership institution). The :eaders in these two institutions

and other local influentials nust be eo-ordinated in a joint

effort to solve the prob Lems of the I'or:ununity. ~bis method could

be identified under what ma:,' be :iescribed as. the ;e~ link
approach postulated by BriC'ger (1978).
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Defining resources broadly, he expressed the resource link in

terns of:

a relationship between two groups or bodies

resulting in an exchange of resources which

will meet the self-deternined needs of the

parties involved while at the saQe tine

preserving their internal integrity.

As the authorities in cODDunity organization indicate that

working through leaders would help to Dobilize the subjects,

working through all the leadership groups simultaneously woul.d

help to bring together the consumer group and the resource

body for a productive relationship'. And besides the resources

that the non-traditional leaders will readily release, their

followers will also join in the connunity work.

The advantage of this approach would be that it r:d.ghtnot

be necessary to wait until the educated elites take the leader-

ship as suggested by Ajaegbu (1976). Nor would there be the

need for a revo~utionary trw1sfornation of traditional structures

as Rostow would have us believe. The resource link approach if

adopted will be.a means through which both the traditional and

nodern struct~ will adjust for eventual progress.
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5. Problems for the u£:ieof the Suga-ested
110del of Connunity Involveocnt

This investigator was involved in practical Coomunity

6rganization activities in the .Aiyedade Connumty (Nigeria)

and at Ewutu and vleija (Ghana) during his professional training

as a health educator. He oade the following observations which

are likely to pose problens for the use of the suggested oodel

for oobilizing the cooounity leadership:

1. Not all organiaat:ions ;functioning in a

local conmunity are coDDitted to involving

citizens in the pr~vision of services.

2. Different Orge1'..izanons enphasise on and

make estioates.. tor di:f:ferent programoes

in the sane locality.

3. Someorganizations my be unwilling to

participate in pro~aomes im. tiated by

other agencies.

4. In Dost cases the c~unity workers of the

organizat:i.ons intenaifig to involve local

conmmi, ties and oth~t' ~rganizations ill. a

pro granme are juniol' wolikers. In such

cases the eomnund,ty 'VOrkats are unable to

contact heads of othar age~es on equal

teros.
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"Tpcse are.pr-ohLems or factors th:o.tD.o.;y. "'''rk agai.nat the involvement

of adminstrative structures in community based programmes in a given

locality.

It appears in America these problems, especially the first one,

were solved through federal government initiative qnd legislations

(Davies, 1973). Through the U.S. government's 'war on poverty' resulting

in such actions as the 'Grey Areas Project, 1961' and the 'Economic

opportunities Act? 1964' agencies vlere required in a sort of legal

way to involve citizens in all prograrrmlesthat affect themo

In China and Tanzania, the problems have been solved through

central government direction. In Tanzania, for instance? a Presidenti~

circular requested all Ministries in the Regions and Districts to give

priority assistance to Ujamaa village development (Collins? 1972). The
Tanzanian and Chinese types are styled socialist. But the interesting

point is that many African countries have no central government directlon

in either the American form or the Chinese form. The problem is that,

as indicated by Collins in the case of Tanzania before 'the Presidentia~

circular', community workers who want to involve communities experie~e

difficulities in securing the co-operation of technical and other

departmen·~ at all levels.
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These probleDs could possibly be solved through the

fornation of a conmunity developDent council at a district

level of adLJinistration. IvJ:enbershipof such a council Day

include the heads of all adoinistrative and technical
departraents and the traditional rulers. Comounity workers Day

have to subrai, t their diagnostic reports to this council and all

departnents will debate it and indicate the extent to which they

will be involved. FraD this level the various departments can

advise their workers at the grass-root level to get involved

with the cooountty workers in carrying through the intended

prograooe•

There nay be nee d for a central governraent legislation

to enforce thiS.
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CONCLUSION.

The study has thrown considorable light on the

organization and structure of Aiyadade.

It appears that in the Afric~ setting, comnunity

organizers failed to analyse coonunity problems in the historical,

political and social context. In mGst cases where CODmunity

organization efforts fail in the non~ndustrialised societies,

there is the. tendency to blane it on faulty methods of

intervention. Batten (1975) blaQed t~e failure of Dost ot

community organization efforts in sone African countries Qn the
use of the directive rather than the non-dire.ctive method of

intervention.

In Uganda, an effort was Dade by the Makerere University

to undertake COLlnunity development in t~e way SODe l~erican and

British Universities go about theirs, i.e. action and researCh.
In 1969, Junod enumerated tho problens encountered during the

]\iaker0I'8experiment. This liternturo points to fundaQentl;!.1

contradictions in Ugandan society. It.appears what is laCking

in comnuni ty development on the Afriea.."lscene is a frane of

reference, which could be deve Iope c only after an extensive study

of African oomrnmi,ties, in the l;.fr,i.cancomrrum,ty organization

field. This is to suggest that ~oDrrlunity development in .Africa

needs to have students, the SaG~ ~ay as thera UTa students of
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African History or Econooics etc. Until this is done, much

cannot be achieved from the isolated generalizations that

appear in Ivestern conr;runity organization literature about

African communities. These generalizations appear to linit

the mode of operation on the l~rican scene. For instance, the

assumption that communities in the non_industrialised societies

are integrated and cohesive tends to blur some fOrDS of

disintegration, e.g. disintegration in the leadership, that

makes the task of comnunity mobilization through leaders

problematic.
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·A: 1.1

APPEJ.'JDI CE S

APPEl:WIX A: 1

BASIS OF THE POulER AND INCLUENCE OF THE
TRADITIONAL AND NON-TRADITIONAL LEADERS

IN THE AIYED.ADE COMHUNITY

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

1. No formal education

1. Status of Respondent: Chief/Councillor

2. Nane of town: Ikire/Apomu/Ikoyi

3. Please can you help me indicate your

Educational statu~?

2. Finished Prd nary school

3. Post primary education

/ 4. Post-secondary education

5. University education

4. Can you please tell me y~ ~c~at~on

besidGQ be1ng a eouncillor or a chief?

5. F.o1.' how long have you stayed in this conrunf ty?

6.a.Are you a menber of any professional body?
b.lr your answer to question 6a is yes, kindly

tell me the name of the professio.nal body

n.If your answer to qu~stion '6al is yes, please

tell me whether or no~ you hold any position in

the naned profe36~ body.

d. ~~at pos i td.on-•••• ~•• e ••••••••••.•••••• ~ ." •••••••
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7. It may become necessary as a leader in this

community to make high level contacts with

governmerrt officials and poll ticia.">ls either

at the state or national level or both. In

such cases too lobbying may be necessary and

sometimes local leaders Llayhave to use

friends, school-mates, business associates

to get their case acrose;

a. Do you think you could do this? Yes/No

b. Wouldyou say you have people who are in

high administrative/political circles who

are related to you in one, or all the

following ways:

i. Fellow businessmen.

ii. Belong to the same profession.

iii. In the sane social club.

iv. Ilfenbers of the same professional

association.

v. Close relations or kinsmen.

vi. Others (please specify)

8 a. Are you a meLlberof any social/voluntary

organization(s) in this coonunity? Yes/No.

b. If your answer to question 18a' is yes,

kindly nama t.h9 ~sat:i..on{.9"".
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11:1.3

c. Pleas~, QO you hold any position in the

na~d orga:-ri.sation? Yos/no

d•. Ybat posi tion1 ---------------.~------'-

e , Is the club/organization a local bransh of

estate )r a national novenent? Yes/No.

f. Can you ?.i..o[J.sehelp me say the main objectives

of the crganization in which you are a mnber

9. a. Are yru a member of any social club or soo.ial

orga.n..zation outside the lu.yedade Cot:lDU1lity?

Yes/ICe

b. If J;ur answer to question '9a' is yes please

tell ne ~re name of the club and its Locatzi or ,

i. Kame------------------------

ii. ~ocation (i.e. town) -----------------

10. a. l•.re yo'..a member of any group or moverrent

(e.g. :'armcrs co-operative) organised for

businesjtrade etc. in this locality/outside

Answe:-s: --. This 10 cal.L ty: Yes/No.

Yes/No.ii. Outside:

b. Please give me t'!f! name of the organization.

11. The Irewole Local Council Ls an important decision-

making body in the i.iyedade ~·.>'!'JJunity. Do you
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A:1.4

think there is another decision-making body

(besides the councillo rs ) who represent the

interests of the people in the villages and

towns in this local government area? Yes/No.

12. Kindly name two people among the councillors

who have great influence on decisions reached

in the council.

1. ------------- ....-- 2., ..--.-----------

13. Can you give the names of about two persons who

tho~~" not councillors are so influential that

their voice is always heard in the council?

Please give the Qost popular names by which they

are known.

i. Name --------------------------

ii. Address: (House No/Part of tC)~ where
he stays/compound or work place.

------------------------------------
------------------------------------
------------------------------------

iii. Profession if Any ------_.-----------

iv. Nature of "lork _.. -----0' - -,
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A: 1.5

14 a. Do you think that the lrewole Local Council

and the Council of Obas are two different

decision-making bodies?

----------------------

b. Please give reasons for your answer to question

'14a' •

----------------------~--------J

15. What is the nMn concern of the chieftaincy

conmittee about this cocrmunity?

16. Do people i~ this area often come to see you

about their' problems? YeR/~T""_

17. Which of the following groups consult you.

a. vThenthEY face problems arising out of

councilor governnent policies?

i. 1<1~stlyeducated peopIe

ii. f/pstly illiterates.

ii1. }lostly farners.

II. Mostly workers

'T. All above

v!. None.

v!i. Others (specify)
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A: 1.6

b. Whenthey want something done in this

cormunity.

i. Mostly educated people

ii. Mostly illiterates.

iii. lYIostlyfarners

iv. Mostly workers

v ; A'll above

vi. None

vii. Others (specify)

18. If you think about the past, would you say that

the chiefs of today are as powerful as they used

to be?

a. Yes/No.

b. Please give reasons for your answer.

19 a. If there are. ar:;Yde,fici.eDCie.a in the

adLunistration of this locality, would

you say that these Dust be blamed on:

i. The chiefs of this are a?

ii. The councillors or the counciloen~

iii. Both the chiefs and the .councillors?
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b. \Vhyshould or ''ihy should not the chiafs

share the blane?

c. v/hy should or why should not the councillors

share the bLane?

20. In your opinion which of the followiLg two

insti tutions:

1. The chieftaincy institution and

2. The local governnent institution do nost

people living here undarstand bettor?

i. Chief~aincy

ii. Lo~a1council

iii. A"'-T"

iv. N~ne.

21. What is your opinion about the role of chiefs in

the admnistration Q~' this 1oca.l gov8rnnent area?
.<
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APPENDIXA:2 A:2.1

QUESTIONNAIRESTOA SAMPLEOF THEPUBLIC

This questionnaire is designed to identify the leaders in

your cOBLIUIlity and to investigate how best they could be brought

together for coonuni ty health work. Any info rma'ti.on you Sliva

wcul.d be treated as confidential.

I should be grateful if you would contribute by giving the

required informations that would help us to inprove our nethods of

organizing the people in this conmunity.

1. Nane of town or village:

1 • ApoIJU

2. lkire / 7
3. Ikoyi

2. Will you please tell ne which ~f the fallowing statenents

applies to you?

1. Born and bred in this +own arid have stayed

here since.

2. Born and bred here, works sonewhere but spends

leaves and public holidays here.

3. Do not hail fron the Ayidade coonuni ty area at

all, only work here, hope to go back to cy town

sorae day.

4. Cones f'rora an~tmr area but h~ settled here

pernanently.

5. Just a Visitor.
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A:2.2
r

3. Are you eI!lployed by a'ly organization or any individual

to work in this town?

1. Yes

2. No ./.-/_,/ 3

4. If your ~er to que~tion No.3 is 'yes', please tell De

the work you have beet employed to do.

Answer --------------~---------------

5. If your answer to que s tf.on No.3 is 'No' please tell De

the work you do as self~m?loyed.

Answer -------------------~~---~ •••••••~.--

6. Could you help ne say th~ nunber of years you have spent

in school?

1 • Never attended schoo l ,

2. 6 years (i.f. received pr-Imary school education).

3. 1 - 11 years (i.a. went beyond prinary school)

4. 11 years plus (i.~. went beyond secondary school)

/74

7. Please Can you help De say to ~r~ch of the following

religious groups you belong?

1. LsLarric (i.e. Ifuslin)

2. Christian
I

3. None

4. Others (a.pec.i.;f.'y) _ ----~
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A:2.3

llhat do you think about the following stutenents

naking questions 8 ~~d 9

8. Some fanilies or people in this ccnnurri ty think. that it is

only their :relations or kinsoen who should always lead or

be in authority in this town ,

1. Agree

2. Disagree

3. Not sure
./.-1_1 6

4. Don't know

9. Today leadership in this town Dust be given to the

educated ones, illiterates ::: v.~_,-,~u.catedpeople cannot

lead us in theee nodern tines.

1. Agree

2. Disagree,. ~;ot sure 71 /
4. Don't know

10,. In your opinion, which of the :following statouen t is right?

1, The ohfef's and sub-chiefs (in-council) have

nore ~ay in the way things happen in this town.

2. The Councillors and other men of the Irewole

10cal oouncf.L have..GOre say in the way things

happen in this tQwu.
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A:2.4
3. Not sure (i.e. whether the chiefs and sub-

chiefs or the councilnen have nore say).

4. The way things happen in this corulunity is not

in the hands of either chiefs or the councillors

at all, everything is in the hands of either the

Federal or state governncnt.

5. Don't know.
.L-/ ----J7 9

11 (a) Please say wlIich 01 the following will pleaso you?

1. If the chiefs have Dare power to do things

in this town••

2. I.f the eounodl.non have narc pover to do things

in this town,

3. If both the ~hiefs and tho councillors will share

p01;.rerefUal17 to deci de on what to do.

4. If both the t:hiefs and the councdLoen are directed

t / / 10
fron Oll side, _.

(b) Please..g!W reasons for your choice.

Re~qs ----------------------------------
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A:2.5

12. Please tell ne which of the following groups in this

oormunf,ty you met either norc frequently or can have

contact \'lith regularly anri easily?

1. The chiefs and elders.

2. Chairman and councillors. ,,-/_--,1 11

3. None of them (i.e. Neither councillors nor cluofs)

4. All of then (i.e. both councillors and chiefs).

13. Sone people staying outside this town say the nen at the

lrewole local council listen and attend to the probleos of

people like you. Others say the nen at the council do not

care very nuch about the proh' Pr1S of people like you. What

do you think?

..•. 1. They listen and attend to the problens

of people like nee

2. They do not care about the problens of people

like nee L 1 12
3. I an not sure.

14. liould you say you can influence or have a say in decisions

about what the leaders in this town nake and inplenent for

the progress of the general communi.ty?

t. Tee

2. 1\0 ....1 /13
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A:2.6

15. We think the chiefs and elders help people in this +ovn

a great deal in contacting either the councilmen or the

government about general problems of this +own, Others

say this is not true and that the chiefs are concerned

with their own problems. What do you say?

1. 'rhe chiefs help us a great deal.

2. The ~hiefs make contacts for their own problems.

7 14

16. In your opinion which of the following authorities is

actually managing the affairs of this town?

1. The lrewole Local Government.

2. The Obas' councils. 1-..1 1 15
3. Both '1' and '2' above.

4. Others ( specify)

, 17. Amongwhich of the following groups of leaders in this

community can one find the most powerful leaders who have

a strong voice in ~he affairs of this town?

1 • Amongthe councillors.
/ / 16

2. Amongthe chiefs.

3. Amongboth the chiefs and the councillors.

4. Others (please specify) ----------
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A: 2.7

18. Can you name just one or two very very influential

people yo~ Know personally in this town? Please give

the most ?opular names .'lith which everybody in this +own

knows than.

i. N3.ID.e •••.••••••••••• ······:-··!,··
~-. ii. Ac..(:ress/House No./Name of part of his/work

place ~~----~---------

town whele he stays -------------------

iii. Professiol if any---------------------

Lv, Nature of work -------------

Who makes decisions fOI this community in each of the following

areas of decision-makirg? (20-21).

19. Allocation of mo~y fa r projects, e.g. school building

and pipe-borne Wlter supply.

1 e. The men at the lrewole local council.

2.. The Obas ' :ouncils •.

3. Both th;3 cld.ef's and the councilmen.:.

4. lie th~ peo jLe in this town

5.
5. Not sure ",-1_7 17

othe:'S \ specify ) ---.---------
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A:2.8

20. Deciding on what projects we need in this conmunity.

1. The councilmen

2. The chiefs

3. We the people living here

4. Not sure
...-1__ 7 18

5. Others (spedfy) ------------------------

Thank you

21. Will you please tell me your nafle and addreSS?

(to be treated as confidential)

••••••••••••••••••••••••• o •••••• ~~ ••••••• e •••••••••
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APPENDIX .A.u A:3.1

TABIZS FOR THE RESPONSE§

TABLE 5..

Educationa: status of the Chiefs and the
Councillors

,

EDUCATIONALLE1ELS COUNCI LLORS CHIEFS TOTAL

No Formal Eduos ri.on 0 18 18

( o;;b) (75<Jb) (5~)

Priniary Schoo~ Education 4 6 10
\)).);'0) (25%) (27 .89~)

Post-Primar{ »r Secondary 5 0 5
School Eduoation (41.7%) ( <Y,'&) ( 13.9cb)

Post-Secon4a~ and Above 3 0 3
I

(25%) ~) (8.3%)

T ( -:; a 1 12 24 36
100;0 100% 100%UNIV

ERSITY
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Table 6 A:3.2

Index of Councillors' Impact on Decisions
Made by the 1rewole Local Government Council

- ChoosersName and Addre s s
of Councillors* Chiefs Councillors Total No.
chosen of choices

Received

10 (1kire~ 1 0 1
00 (1kire - 1 1

I EOA ~1kire ~ 3 2 5
I YOO Ikire 1 0 1
! JO (1kire) 0 1 1
I KAS (Ikire) 1 0 1

'LAy ~APomu~ 1 1 2
LOK Apomu 0 1 1
Y..A (Apomu) 2 1 3

~AA (0rile-0~~ 0 1 1
]40 (Orile-Owu 1 o 1

L1 ~GbOng~s 0 . 1
RCl Obonsran 1 2 '3

AI (Odeomu) 1 0 1
MAO~Odeomu) J 1-
MAA Odeomu) I 6 9 1S

RB (1kOYi~ 3 1 2 5
OJ (I'wyi 1 ! 0 1
LOA (~oyi) 0 1 1

TOT! L + 22 24 46,
.1

+ Resjonses were not mutually exc Ius Lvs

* To hiG..e the identi t,r of the incli'/idual councillors code letters
were u~ed. The let~ers represen~ the letters beginning the
names of the councLlors.
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Table 1-.. A:3.3

Resident sta~s of tho Respondents Towns

Tot a 1
,------ ...-----.-+-- - -----1r------I- ---i----""f

;~pomu.

364
( 1OO~~)

Ikoyi TotalIkire

Resident-Indigens I 172 42 283
(79.6%) 1(76.4%) (77.7%)

Non-Resident Indigens 8

(.2.2%)
3 1! (1.4%) I (1.&fo)

IJnmigrant Workers 12
(1.2.9%)

I 21 'i 10I (9.7%) (18.2%)
43

(11.8~£)

Settled Immigrants 8
(8.67;)

19 2
(8.$) , (45~)

29
(8%)

Visitors o

193
( lOC1I~)

1
(.5%)

o

Table S'

216
( 100%)

Religious Background of the ResIX:mdents

..
jApoD.U Ikire Ikoyi Total

MusliBS 65 150 33 248
(6.9. gjb) (69.49;) i (60%) (68.1%)

Christians 21 45 I 17 83
( 22.6%) (20.8%) I (30.9/0 ~2~.B1b)

Others 7 21 5 33
(7. 5~&) (9.77n (9. 1~:;) (9. 1%)

T 0 tal 93 ~16 55
1
364

--.--- -'- ._--
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il.:3.4
Education» Backgro l:Pd of the Respondents

-- r-"--
Level of Education Apozr; Ikire Ikoyi Total_. -
No Fornal Education !59 119 28 206(63.45{; (55.1~~') (50.1~;) (56.6~O

Received so ne 21 47 14 82
Pritlary Education (22.6%) (~1.8%) (28.5%) (22.~£)

- - -
Received S0me Post-

,
7 ~l 6 42Priraary School (7.5'iO I ( 13.4:) (10.9J~) ( 11.5%)Education

!,
Received Some Post- i6 ! 21 7 34I Secondary School (6.5%) (9.7%) i (12.7%) ( 9%)
Education

93 I 216 55 364
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Jable 10.!-1

Opin~ons as to Whether It is the Ire.!.2l£
Loca: Govel'nnent,-..Qpuncil or the Obas 1

Councils that are Responsible for th~
LocE~,Administration:

]y Occupations

Occupation

Lrevo Le
Local Govt. Otas'
Council COill1cils

10
( 12 •.,%)

23
(9.4~)

Total

2"-4
( 100%)

65
(23.64%)

/./

(41.251b)

10
( 257b)

Farme rs 109
(44.6~!)

108
(29.77%)

2<C = 8,,785,

Jointly by
Obas '
Councils & Others
Ir(H'1Ole
Lo~al Govt.
Counoil

47
( 19<\.26%)

10
( 1 ry;:)

!

5 . I 40
( 12. 5~S)I (100%)

I

i
67

(18.417i-~)

df = 6

Skilled
Workers/
Traders

29
(36.2510

AdTIinistrative/
Professional/
Clerical-
Unskilled
Workers

15
i (';>7.55~)

Tot a 1
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Table 10••-2

Opinions as to vfucther i~ is the Irewole Local
Government Councilor the Obas' Councils that
are Responsible for the Local Adninistration:

~ducht~

Irewolc Jointly by
Education Lo cal,

Obas ' Obas' and Others TotalGovt. Councils Ire.vole
Council Local Govt.

Councils

Received Sone 59 50 32 17 158
Fornal Education (37.J/) (31.6~·::') (20.%~) ( 10.8%) (100%)

No Fornal 94 58 35 19 206
Education (45.6%) (28.15~f) (16.99%) (9.22%) (10a;b),

153 I 108 67 36 364Tot a 1 (42%) I(29. 7~;) ( 18.4~;) (9.9%) (10~)

= 2.555, df = 3

0.-30 < P < 0.50
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Table 11.1

Distribution of the Respondents By Occupations
on Opinions as to ~llietherthe Cv~efs or the
~ouncillors are the Dost Poworful Leaders with
Strong Voice in Coomunity Affairs

Chiefs Councillors Both Chiefs
Occupation and Others Total

Councillors

Farners 93 75 65 11 244
(38.1%) (30.7%) (26.6%) (4.5%) (1oc%)

Skilled Worker/ 27 31 15 7 80
Traders (33.75%) (38.75%) (18.75%) (8.75%) (100%)

AdE.inistrative/ IProfessional/ 15 6 13 6 40Clerical-
I (3(3%) ( 15%) ( 32)s) ( 15%) (1~)Unskilled

Workers

Tot a 1 135 112 93 24 364
(37.1f) (30.8;0 (25.57;) (6.6%) ( 100%)

2
X = 13.974; df = 6

0.02 z, P <:. .05UNIV
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Table 11.•2

Dis~~ibution of Respondents By Education on
Opimons as to Whether thCLChiefs or the
Coun~illors are the DOst~owerful ruth Strong
Voic-J in COI:U:ITunityAffair~

,
! Both Chiefs

Education Chiefs Councillors and Others TotalCouncillors

Received Sone
Fornal 46 43 54 15 158
Education (29.1%) (27.2%) (34.27) (9.5'/) ( 100i~)

No Fornal 89 69 39 9 206
Education (43.~~) (33.57n (18.91) (4.4~) ( 10Q5?')

Total 135 112 93 24

i- = 17.624,. df = 3

i.e. P <::::. .001
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Table H.3

Relationship Between Being Identified with
Management of CODr::lUnity.Affairs and :Being
Identified as a powerful Leader with stron~
Voice in Coonunity Affairs

Chiefs are Councillors 'Chiefs and Others are
powerf'ul, and are po,'18 rf'ul Council 10rs powerful
have strong and have are 8qually and have
voice in strong voice, powerful and strong Total
Coranurd, ty in cormuni ty strong in voice in
affairs affairs COl'JIJUIlity connunity

affairs affairs

Managenent 61 45 41 6 153by ILGC (45.2/) (40.Z/) (44.1f~) (25%)

Ma'1.ageoent
by the 40 35 28 5 108
Obas' ( 29.65';) (31.~'~) (30.15':;) (20.~)Councils
and ILGC

Jointly
managed by
the Obae ! 21 23 16 7 67
CoUncils ( 15.67;) ( 20.5/) (17.2~l) (29.251,)
and the
ILGC

Others 13 9 8 6 36
(9.6%) (8;S) {8.6~:~) (25~)

Total 135 112 93 24 364
( tQO/n ( 1005~) ( 10050 (1 coz)

X2 = ~1.438, df = 9., O·:2.0.l... P L 0.30
* ILGC l'G-presenta ~wole Local. Govel'flnent Council
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Table 11.4 A:3.10

DistItbution of Respondonts on Opinions as to
vlhethif Chiefs or tho Councillors ''1ho have
naro s\y in the Way things happen in the
CoD!I!Ul\i=tv

Nunber -''v
Chiefs have nore 'Pay 144 39.6

The Councilnen ha"t~ DO~ say 74 20.3

Not Sure 62 17

Federal or State GoveTnont 43 11.8

Don't Know 41 11.3

Tot a 1 364 100
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Table 11.5 A:3.11

Distribution of Respondents on Opinions
as to i'lho Decides on Projects Needed in
the CODL1unity

Nunber %

I
Councilmen 127 34.9

Obas" Councils 77 I 21.2

Jointly by Local
Governoent Council 48 13.2
and Obas' Councils

tie the People 31 8.5

Not Sure 72 19.7

Others 9 2.5

Total
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A:3.12

Interaction With Leadership Types:

By Occupation~ Categories

Interaction In te:action Interaction Interaction
Occupation with Chiefs 'lith with both with Neither Total

i Cour.cillors Chi,e fs and Chiefs nor
Councillors Councillors

I 69 61 3t~Farners 80 244
(32.79";:) (28.287f.) (2U,G) ( 13.93%) (100;:;)

Skilled \'lorker/ 29 31 15 5 80
Traders (36.25%) (38 •.751) (18.7~~) (6.2~) ( 100,i)

Adninistrative/
Professional/
Clerical 11 17 5 7 4'
Unskilled (27 •51~) (42.5%) ( 12.51) (17.';') (1oat)
Workers

Tot a 1
120 117 81 46 364

(337~) (32.1%) (22 .•5~~) ( 12.61~) ( 100%)

:: 11•.123,. df = 6

o.es ~p L. .10
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A:3.13

Ta'illa12.2

Intoraction td th Leadorship Types:
By those with ane those without
fornal Education

Education Intoraction Irrie ractdon I~thract~on lInteraction
with Chiefs wi-;h WJ. bo'br, n"lithneithor Total

Cotncd L'lo re Councillors Councillorsand Chiefs nor Chiefs

Received Sene 45 63 21 29 158formal (28.5%) ~39.9%) (13.39;) ( 18.Y;S) ( 100;:)Education

No Formal 75 -t..
I 25 52 206"Education (36.47";) (26 .2~';) ( 12.17;) (25.2;~) (10O/f)

f-.

Total 120 11~ 46 81 364

X2 = 9.372, df = 3
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Table 1~•.1
"'

Opinions as to iihether Decisions of the
Authorities could be Influenced by
Community Members as Indicated by
Different Occupational Grou~

Occupation Yes No Not Sure Total

Farmers 115 79 50 244
(47 .13}~) (32.38%) (20.49%) ( 100%)

Skilled Workers/ 38 29 13 80
Traders (47.5;:;) ('6.257n ( 16.25%) ( 100%)

Administrative/
Professional/
Clerical- 17 14 , 9 40
Unskilled (42.50) (35%) (22.5;~) (1~)
Workers

Total 170 122 72 364
(46.1/) (33.5%) (19.80) (loW)

--

df = 4

i.e. 0.70 -c p L Q.80
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Opinions as to Whether the Lecisions of the
Authorities in the Community could be
Influenced as Indicated by ~hose with and
those without Formal Educati~n

Education Yes No Hot Sure Total

Recei ved Some 77 47 34 158Primary Education (48. Tfi~) (29.7450 (21.515-j) (1oo~j)

No Formal Education 93 75 38 206
(45.1~~) (36.41~') , ( 18.455'n

\

Total 170 122 ( 72 364

= 1.853, df l: 2
0.30 L... p <. O.sp
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Table 13~

Relationship Between the Distribution of
Respondents by the types of Leaders they
Interact with and their Distribution on
their Opinions as to whether they can
Influence Decisions Dade by the Leaders

Types of Can Influence Cannot Influence Not Total
Leaders Decisions Decisions Sure

Acwss to Chiefs 40 44 36 120
( 33 •.Yt0) (36.71» ( 307:) (100%)

Access to 69 25 23 117
Councillors (58.91) (21.41:) (19. 7~) ( 1001)

,,- •.,

Access to Both 53 23 5 81Chiefs and (65~4~:') (28.4~·~) (6.Z/) (1oo;~)Councillo rs

Access to 8 30 8 46
None (17.47n (65. 25'j) 11.4%) ( 100%)

Totals 170 I 122 72
(468:,%) I (33.55~) (19.8%) 364

X2 = 57020"-, df = 6

p c. .001UNIV
ERSITY
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Table 1tJ.

Distributi~~ of Respondents on their
Opinions about the role of Chiefs in
the Solution of Community Problems:

By Occupations

IChiefs help Chiefs are Not
Occupation IUS a Great concerned Sure Total

Deal with their
own Problems

Farrrers 123 64 57 244
(50.31%) (26.23>6) (23.36%) ( 10090)

:
,
:

Traders 21 10 17 48
(43.75%) (20~8~:) ( 35.421&) ( 100j~)

Unskilled 6 8 : 6 20
Workers (30%) (40%) (3~~) ( 1oo;~)

Skilled 14 11 7 32
Workers (43.75%) (34. 38;~) ( 21.87%) (10~)

Administrative
or Professional, 7 6 7 20
Clerical (35%) ( 30;6) (357~) (100%)
v10rkers

Total 171 99 9~ 364
(417~) (27.C/v) (25.C%) ( 100%)

X2 = 8.552, d! F 8

0.30 < P <:.. 0.50
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Table 1~.2

Distribution of Resuondents on their
Opinions about the role of Chiefs in
the Solution of Community Problems:

By Education

,

Chiefs Help Chiefs are Not Total
Us a Great Concerned Sure

Education Ieal with their
own
Problems

Receive d Some
Formal 67 43 48 158
Education ( 42.41~O (27.22%) (30.38P) ( 100%)

No Formal 104 56 46 206
EduQation (50.49%) (27.1850) (22.33~) (10if;S)

Total 171 99 94 364

X2 = 2.215; df = 2; 0.30 L.. PcC.. 0.50
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Table 15.1

Distribution )f the Respondents on their
Opinions as to vllietherthe lrewole Local
Councilmen Listened and Attended to their
Problems :

By Occupation

Listen and Don ft care Nf"t

Occupation attend to about problems Sure Total
problems of of people like

p~ .~~rre me

Farmers 109 65 70 244
(44. 7~S) ( 26.67b) (28.7%) (100i~)

Traders 30 8 10 48
(62.5%) (16.750 ( 20.efo) ( 100»)

Unskilled 7 7 6 20Workers ( 35~;) (35%) ( 30;'~) (1~~)

Skilled 7 19 6 32
Workers (21:99%) ( 59.4)'0 (18.7%) ( 100%)

Administrative/
9 6Professional/ 5 20

Clerical ( 45/,',) (30;-~) (25%) ( 100%)
Workers

162 105 97 364
(44.5%) (28.~) (26.7%) (1 005~)

X2 = 22.914, df = 8

i.e •• 001 L P <. .01
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Table 1 ~

Distribution of Respondents on _their Opinions
as to Whether the Councilmen Listened a11d
Attended to their Problems:

By Education

Listen and Don't care
attend to about the Not

Education Problems of Problems of Sure Tota:
people like people like
mo me

Received Some 63 50 45 1;3
Formal Educ- ( 39.87'!n ( 31.64;t) (28.48t) (1C~)
ation

No Formal 99 I 55 52 2.~I
Education (48.1%) i ( 26.1%) (25.2416) (1VSOI

;

Total 162 105 97 3Q~

2X _. 2.45~,t df ::; 2

0.20 c: P L. 0.30
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Table '16.1

Distribution of Respondents on their Opinions
About Whether Certain Families See Leadorshi~
~s Their Prero~ative:

By Occupational Groups

Agree Disagree Not Sure
Don't Know Total

Farmers 126 78 40 244
(51.64%) (31.96%) (16.39%) ( 100%)

Traders 25 11 12 48
(52.1%) (22.91b) (25%) ( 100r~)

Unskilled 7 8 5 20Workers (35%) (40%) ( 25%) (100%)

Skilled Workers 16 6 10 32
(5O;~) ( 18. 75~:-) ( 31.255j) ( 1W;S)

Administrative/
Profess ional/ 5 9 6 20
Clerical Workers (2~j) (4~.':) (30~~) ( 1001.,)

Total 179 112 73 364
(49. Q~) (30.8~~) ( 2(Jj:) ( 100;~)

= 13.474, df = 8

. 0.05 <:. P -c 0.10
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Table 16.2

Distribution of Respondents on their Opinions
About Whether Certain Families See Leadership
as The:ir Preroaati ve:

By Education

Agree Disagree Not Sure Total
Don't Know

Recei ved
Formal 70 55 33 158
Education (44.37£) (34.81%) (20.89») ( 100%)

No Formal
I Education 109 57 40 206

(52.91~~) (2?.67~) ( 19.42%) ( 100~n

Total 179 112 73 364

2X = 2.921, df = 2
0.20 <. P...c::. 0.30
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Table 17.J..

Distribution of Respondents on their Opinions
About lfuether Leadership must be given to the
Educated Ones:

By Different Occ'!P,.a.tional Groups

Occupation Agree \ Da.sagrce Not sure Total
Don't Know:

Farmers 133 64 47 244
(54.5i~) (26 • 22;:.:) ( 19 •26;.':) (1oc()

-
'l'raders 28 8 12 48

( 58.~::') (16.1;~) ( 255.) (100n
Unskilled 9 5 6 20
Workers (45~~) (25/) (30~/J) ( 10~-()

Skilled vlorkers 18 6 8 32
(56.25'/) (18.75/) (25/) ( 10~~)

Administrative/
Pro fe ssional/ 9 5 6 20
Clerical .-(-45%)

. (~~) (3CfA ( 100/)
Workers

Total 197 A 88 / 79 365
(54.1 j) i (24.2-;·) (?1.71) (10cf,)

J!- = S083, df == 8
0170 -<.. I? z, Oe80

;aUe 111..2

Distributio; of Re?~\~ts on their Opinions About
ltlhether Le14:lership Hu!t be give.n to the Educational
~:

By Edu,ation

f ------
Education Agree Disagree Not Sure Total

Don't Kno•.,
Received Formal 84 38 36 158
Education (53.25;) (24;;) ( 22.8%) ( 100;;)

No Formal 113 50 43 206
Education (54.8Y;) ( 24.37;) ( 20.9/b) ( 100:;&)

I v1'rota! I 88 79 364- .---
2

Y. = 0. 197, df
'£)·90"'- P .c:. 0.95

2
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A:4.1
APPENDIX il.:4

STRUCTUR1~ MODEL FOR INVOLVING
LOCAL AGENCIES IIi[ COMfl'IUNITY
BASED PROGRAM.fvJES

Health Centre Staff District Administration

Joint Co-ordination
Co rm.ittee

Village AdministrationCommunity Development
Team

The representatives on the "joint co-ordination committee"

are drawn fron four adoinistrative units. This fornula will be

I>
_~I

helpful if what has been described as "village administration" is

a distinctive Village administration evolved by the villages

themselves (Dickson, 1968). If the village administration is

made up of two leadership (structures), then, it might be

necessary ~o bring the two units together into the joint committee-
Besides, all interests in the village (farm labourers and others)

might need representation. In other words, While the barrier to

the traditional leadership's participation in decision-making need

to be addressed, there is also the need to find other groups whose
interests might not. be represented by the vj,.silbleleadership groups

~n the comnunity.
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